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SELECTED'COLLABORATIVE'CURATORIAL'WORK'
• Tactical'Topics'–'Topical'Tactics!

September"2012,"1
st
"Media8Scape"Biennale"of"Time"Based"Art,"Zagreb,"Croatia"

"

• Wisdom'of'Shadow:'Art'in'the'Age'of'Corrupted'Information'
August"2012,4

th
"Sinopale,"International"Sinop"Biennale,"Sinop,"Turkey'

"

• In'Growing'up'Amid'the'Historical'Mysteries'of'Proximity:'Pros'&'Cons'of'Being'Neighbours"
June"2012,"ITS8Z1,"Belgrad,"Croatia"

'
! embeddedinvisible'

March"2012,"Hu.fAk"off8space,"Vienna,"Austria"

"

! Invisible'City'–'Technologies'of'the'Body'
January"2012,"Washerei"8"Kunstwerein,"Zurich,"Switzerland"'
'

! Fascinations'with'Cast'Shadows:'Artistic'and'Curatorial'Perspectives'ReIvisited'
June"2011,"White"Space,"Zurich,"Switzerland'

'
! Handle'with'Care'

October"2010,"Uni8Credit"Studio,"Milan,"Italy"'
'
! Educational'Critique:'How'to'Swot'Curating'

March"2010,"Kunsthalle"Fridericianum,"Kassel,"Germany"

"

! Seriously'Ironic:'Positions'in'Turkish'Contemporary'Art'Scene'
June"2009,"Centre"Pasquart,"Biel,"Switzerland""

"

! Getting'Even!
May"2009,"Sabanci"University"Kasa"Gallery,"Istanbul,"Turkey""

"

! Privacy'!
December"2008,"La"Giarina"Arte"Contemporanea,"Verona,"Italy"

"

! Accumulated:'Put'Aside,'Left'Aside'!
October"2008,"5533,"Istanbul,"Turkey"

"

'
'
' '
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30'SEPTEMBER'–'19'OCTOBER,'2012'
MEDIABSCAPE'BIENNALE'FOR'TIME'BASED'ART,'ZAGREB,'CROATIA'

TACTICAL'TOPICS'–'TOPICAL'TACTICS'
Home"of"HDLU"–"Mestrovic"Pavilion"

Artists:'
Pablo"Alonso"|"Barbara"Caveng"|"Cécile"Colle"&"Ralf"Nun"|"Heiko"Daxl"|"Ana"Elizabet"|"Igor"Eškinja"|"Andreas"

MUK"Haider"|"Sibylle"Hoessler"|"Paul"Magee"|"Duje"Juric"|"Peter"Kees"|"Iva"Kovac"|"Martina"Menegon"&"Stefano"

D’Alessio"|"Riva"Rinn"|"Ilse"Ruppert"|"Michael"Saup"|"Ignacio"Uriarte"|"Branka"Uzur"|"Mia"Zabelka"

Video'Program:"
Heiko"Daxl"|"Sirma"Doruk"|"Thorsten"Fleisch"|"Mihai"Grecu"|"Simone"Minniti"|"Maria"Niro"|"Michael"Saup"|"

Candas"Sisman"

Concept:'
"Ingeborg"Fülepp"&"Heiko"Daxl"

Media"in"Motion"–"Berlin"/"Zagreb"

(www.mediainmotion.de""/"info@mediainmotion.de)"

Curators:'
Ingeborg"Fülepp"|"Sibylle"Hoessler"|"Iva"Kovac,"|"Isin"Onol"|"Dimitrina"Sevova"

"

"

The" abbreviation!of# “Media8Scape&Biennal& Zagreb,”&MSBZ,& is& reminiscent& of&MBZ& (Muzički& Biennale& Zagreb& /&
Music"Bienniale"Zagreb)."This"similarity"is"not"accidental"but"conceptually"fits"the"idea"of"continuously"building"

bridges"between"different"disciplines"of"art"and"knowledge"and"science"as"well"as"between"traditions"of"avant8

garde"and"the"latest"tendencies"in"media"art."

"

“All"men"by"nature"desire"to"know."An"indication"of"this"is"the"delight"we"take"in"our"senses;"for"even"apart"from"their"

usefulness"they"are"loved"for"themselves;"and"above"all"others"the"sense"of"sight."For"not"only"with"a"view"to"action,"but"

even"when"we"are"not"going"to"do"anything,"we"prefer"sight"to"almost"everything"else."The"reason"is"that"this,"most"of"all"

the"senses,"makes"us"know"and"brings"to"light"many"differences"between"things.”"(Aristotle)"

"

Taken" as" a" motto" of" the" exhibition," this" quote" of"

Aristotle’s"written"so"much"before"the"advent"of"“new”"

media" technologies," can" serve" as" a" key" to"

understanding" how" the" media" and" technological"

environment"has"changed"–"not"only"the"production"of"

knowledge" but" also" the" landscape" of" art." Even" the"

“traditional”"media"and"the"traditional"making"of"art"is"

informed"and"transformed"under"their"influence."

Let"us" simply" say" that" there" is" no"more" land," there" is"

the"mind." The"media" and" technologies" transcend" the"

space" that"we" can"ordinarily" perceive," shift" the" visual"

experience" from" morphological" to" conceptual." The"

meaning" of" knowledge" is" no" longer" a" function" of" the"

gaze"alone."The"new"geography"can"be"conceived"of"as"

a" mind" map," where" the" nodes" in" the" system" of"

coordinates"are"tactical"topics."Paraphrasing"Lawrence"

Weiner," dealing"with" the" space," staging,"whether" you"

want" to" or" not," “like" you" can" say," I" am" not" terribly"

interested"in"oxygen"but"you"are"breathing"it,”"we"find"

regarding" new" technologies" and" media" spaces" that"

whether" someone" shows"direct" interest" in" them" is" of"

little"importance,"because"the"new"experience"of"space"

has" become" like" the" air" we" breathe." As" a" result," the"

object" of" art" is" no" longer" a" question" simply" of"

contemplation." The" unidirectional" perspective" of" a"

classical" subject/object" relation" comes" to" vanish,"

shifting" our" perception" as" aesthetic" sensations" and"

artistic"medium,"communication"media"and" intelligent"

(technological)" systems"open"up"a" space" for" fluxes"of"

abstract"structures."

"

"

Exhibition"View 
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Just"like"Aristotle"in"his"time"understood"knowledge"as"permeating"through"all"our"senses"and"not"only"through"

vision"and"perspective," in"a"cognitive" techno8socio8"economic"system"what" is"visible"and"what" is" invisible"are"

mutually" complementary" processes." This" is" a" system" of" soft" surfaces," sensitive" like" skin," which" presuppose"

tactility,"going"beyond"the"field"of"vision"or"rather"flirting"with"the"visible."What"emerges"on"the"surface"of"the"

skin"visualizes"seductive"desires,"while"the"forming"processes"remain"invisible"under"the"surface."Let"us"call"this"

phenomenon" the" aesthetic" of" hyper8textuality," a" circulating" semiotic" structure" to" which" encoding" systems"

contribute"by"changing"linear"progress"through"textuality"as"a"new"metaphor"of"art."As"a"result"the"state"of"art"

is"reorganized"in"a"new"form"of"social"value"based"on"the"promise"of"art"again"becoming"part"of"everyday"life,"

as" the" art" object" dissolves" in" conceptualization" and" dematerialization." “The" continued" evolution" of" both"

communications"and"control"technology"bodes"a"new"type"of"aesthetic"relationship,”"(Jack"Burnham)"in"which"

art"embodies"a"new"mode"of"knowledge"production,"unpredictable"aesthetic"sensations"and"experience"of"the"

invisible."

"

Under" the" title" “Topical" Tactics”" the" exhibition" will" put" on" display" works" of" media" art" as" mixed" media"

techniques" with" video," computer" art," sound" installations," photography," media" objects," graphics" and"

concerts/performances."

"

Conceived" as" a" survey" exhibition," the" Media" Scape" Biennal" presents" positions" from" contemporary" artistic"

production"and"focuses"on"the"potential"of"artistic"practice"to"inhabit"the"invisible"liminal"zones"in"the"“media"

world,”" making" them" visible" in" order" to" call" them" into" question" through" interference" and" disruption." It"

highlights"the"processes"of"transformation"and"of"establishing"new"or"imaginary"linkages."

"

Topical" Tactics" brings" together" a" wide" range" of" artistic" positions" from" different" countries," enabling" the"

exhibition"to"draw"lines"of"connection"and"continuation"to"current"approaches"to"the"aesthetics"of"media"art."

Works" by" pioneering" figures" have" paved" the"way" since" the" sixties" and" developed" a" discourse" by" producing"

conceptual"breakthroughs"or"analytical"deconstruction"and"reorganization"–"semantic"structures"that"link"them"

with"the"artistic"positions"of"the"younger"generation.”"(Text"by"Heiko"Daxl,"October"2011)"

"

EXHIBITION:"One" of" the" founders" and"main" curator" of"Media8Scape" Zagreb," Heiko" Daxl," is" unfortunately" no"

longer"with"us."He"passed"away"this"year" in"the"prime"of"his" life"and"work."We"will"continue" in"the"future"to"

follow"his"idea"of"Media8Scape"and"try"to"be"consistent"with"his"aims"and"directions."Without"being"able"to"rely"

on" his" great" talent" and" intellectual" acumen," Media8Scape" will" certainly" be" different," but" no" less" intensive,"

creative"and"devoted"to"showing"the"best"of"media"art"in"the"future."

This" year’s"Media8Scape" will" be" a" combination" of" media" art" works" previously" conceived" by" Heiko" Daxl" and"

works"of"artists"inspired"by"them"–"works"that"correspond"to"his"ideas"as"well"as"to"our"sorrow"of"losing"him."

(Text:"Ingeborg"Fülepp,"in"collaboration"with"Dimitrina"Sevova,"September"2012)"

"

"

27''
' '

Andreas Muk Haider, disc., 2009 
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AUGUST'–'12'SEPTEMBER,'2012'
SINOPALE'/'4TH'SINOP'BIENNALE,'SINOP,'TURKEY'

WISDOM'OF'SHADOW:'ART'IN'THE'ERA'OF'CORRUPTED'INFORMATION'
Historical"Sinop"Prison,"Historical"Sinop"Library'

Artists:'
Francis"Alÿs"|"Alpin"Arda"Bağcık"|"Francesco"Bertele"&"Eddie"Spanier"|"Brigitta"Bodenauer"|"Amélie"Brisson8

Darveau"|"Evelina"Domnitch"&"Dmitry"Gelfand"|"Quynh"Dong"|"Monika"Drożyńska"|"Karen"Geyer"|"Shilpa"Gupta"

|"Andreas"(muk)"Haider"|"Berglind"Hlynsdottir"|"Ashley"Hunt"|"İnsel"İnal"|"Volkan"Kaplan"&"A."Erdem"Şentürk"|"

Petra"Elena"Köhle"&"Nicolas"Vermot"Petit8Outhenin"|"Cat"Tuong"Nguyen"|"Bernd"Oppl"|"Sümer"Sayın"|"Liddy"

Scheffknecht"|"Özlem"Sulak"|"Riikka"Tauriainen"|"Hande"Varsat"|"Stefanie"Wuschitz"

Film'Screenings:'
Mareike"Bernien"&"Kerstin"Schroedinger"|"Pauline"Boudry"&"Renate"Lorenz"|"Brice"Dellsperger"|"Köken"Ergün"|"

Harun"Farocki"|"Minna"Hint"|"Ana"Hoffner"|"Eléonore"de"Montesquiou"|"Chris"Oakley"|"Elodie"Pong"|"Monika"

Rechsteiner"|"Reinigungsgesellschaft"|"David"Rych"|"Lina"Selander"|"Rebecca"Ann"Tess"

Curators:"
Aslı"Çetinkaya"|"Elke"Falat"|"Işın"Önol"|"Dimitrina"Sevova"|"Janet"Kaplan"|"Beral"Madra"|"Sean"Kelly"

Concept:"
Isin"Önol"

"

"

"

Once,"while"Diogenes"was"sunning"himself,"Alexander"The"Great"came"up"to"him"and"offered"to"grant"him"any"request."

Diogenes"told"him"to""Stand"less"between"the"sun"and"me."
1
""

"

There"is"a"visible"in8visible,"an"invisible"order"of"the"visible"that"I"can"keep"secret"by"keeping"out"of"sight."This"

invisible"can"be"artificially"kept"from"sight"while"remaining"within"what"one"can"call"exteriority”
2
"

"

'
The"era,"which"we"live"in"besides"its"many"other"attributions,"is"often"cited"as"the"Information"Age.""Probably"

this"name"is"meant"to"announce"the"probability"of"faster"and"easier"access"to"information."Ironically"enough,"as"

the"quantity"and"the"speed"of"information"increase"we"seem"to"lose"our"confidence"in"it."This"is"an"era"that"

each"arriving"data"immediately"destructs"the"previous"one;"following"to"the"new"data,"their"controversial"

rhetoric,"conspiracy"theories,"contradictory"oppositions"are"as"well"spread"rapidly."As"a"distinctive"characteristic"

of"the"age,"attention"is"continuously"being"called"upon"the"next"informative"update,"before"one"relates"to"the"

newly"received"information."The"thought"that,"any"piece"of"information"is"prone"to"all"sorts"of"manipulation"

and"hence"corruption"during"its"trajectory"from"the"source"to"the"individual"seems"to"be"highly"internalised"that"

the"concept"of"‘true’"is"almost"always"accompanied"by"a"huge"question"mark."""""

'
Diogenes" (c."4048323"B.C.E.)" is"accepted"as" the"most" illustrious"of" the"Cynic"philosophers"whose"name" is" still"

widely" known" and" frequently"

mentioned" in" our" time." It" is"

disputed" whether" Diogenes" left"

anything" in" writing." If" he" did," the"

texts" he" composed" have" since"

been" lost." He" is" mostly" known"

through" stories" told" and" retold,"

which"relay"his"rather"controversial"

utterance" and" eccentric" way" of"

living."Although"the"majority"of"the"

stories"comprising"his"philosophical"

biography" occur" in" Athens," he" is"

known" as" originally" from" Sinop"

(Diogenes" of" Sinope," Diogenēs! ho!

Sinōpeus)." Contrary" to"many"Cynic"

philosophers," Diogenes" did" not"

only" advocate" the" thesis" that"

human" beings" could" reach" the"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
"Anonymous."Written"in"each"source"with"slight"differences."

2
"Jacques"Derrida,"Gift!of!Death,"p."90"

"

Amelie Brisson-Darveau, Leave but Make Sure to Return, 2012 
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utmost"peace"and"happiness"by"simplifying"their"lives"so"that"they"could"live"in"perfect"accord"with"nature"just"

like"animals"and"claimed" that"as" long"as"human"beings"build" their" culture"upon"money"and"desire" for" status"

they"would"never" attain" such"plainness." The"philosopher" further"went"out" to"practice" these"principles" in"his"

own"life."Diogenes"kept"himself"off"all"sorts"of"luxury"and"became"known"as"a"thinker"who"ridiculed"the"civilised"

way" of" living" on" all" occasions." " It" has" been" told" that," opposite" to" his" contemporary" philosophers"who" often"

traded"knowledge"in"exchange"of"money"and"paid"generously"by"the"state,"Diogenes"deliberately"decided"and"

lived"his"life"in"poverty."
1
"""

"

The" correlation" between" light" and" knowledge" which" has" provided" the" foundational" theme" for" the"

Enlightenment" Philosophy" and" long" been" one" of" the" established" anchors" of" the" western" ideology," is" made"

popular"through"the"saying"attributed"to"Diogenes"‘...just"do"not"cast"your"shadow"upon"me!’.""However"if"the"

story" is" reread" as" a" whole" it" is" seen" that" Diogenes" who" chose" to" pursue" a" simplified" and" ‘poor’" life" is"

approached" by" Alexander" the" Great" who" wished" to" reward" his" philosophical" endeavour" and" replied" with" a"

cynical"utterance" ‘Stand" less"between" the"sun"and"me!’." From"this"perspective" it" is"also"possible" to" read" the"

sentence" as" ‘do" not" hinder"my" connection"with" the" nature" and" sun," offering"me" the" luxury" of" everyday" life"

which"I"do"not"desire"and"need’."In"an"often8told"different"anecdote"Diogenes"is"reported"to"have"“lit"a"lamp"in"

broad" daylight" and" said," as" he"went" about," ‘I" am" searching" for" a" human" being’”." Perhaps" this" was" another"

critical"and"cynical"act"against"the"light"and"knowledge"metaphor"entertained"by"his"contemporary"Plato"who"is"

known"to"have"lived"and"produced"his"philosophical"work"in"much"better"circumstances.""""""""""""""

"

Shadow" and" darkness" have" negative"

connotations" in" the" Western" Philosophy;" it" is"

thought" as" a" state" where" light," truth,"

knowledge" and"wisdom"do" not" exist." It" has" to"

be" illuminated" urgently" and" then" illuminated"

further." Still" today" the" ways" in" which"

knowledge" is" transferred" are" based" on" this"

metaphor." The" truths" hidden" by" darkness" are"

brought" into" light." However" the" fact" that" the"

truth" is"brought" into" light"does"not"necessarily"

mean"that"it"cannot"be"lit"further."Truth"can"be"

brought"into"light"more"and"more"by"increasing"

the" luminosity." Everyday" we" are" being"

announced" through" all" kinds" of" possible"

communication" channels," that" the" things" we"

have" been" informed" until" now" were" not" true"

and" the" information" to" be" revealed" now" is"

about" to" ‘illuminate’" the" ‘real’" truth."We"often"

hear" that" the" information" we" had" up" to" now,"

were"designed"to"fool"us"and"‘real’"truth"is"now"

coming"to"light."Hence"all"that"new"information"

which"previously"put"us" into"surprise" is"quickly"

absorbed"in"a"process"of"normalisation."On"the"

other" hand" amid" such" bombardment" of"

information"and"consequent"numbness,"it"is"no"

coincidence" that" shadow"and"darkness" against"

all" established" metaphorical" uses," are"

embraced"by"contemporary"art"and"philosophy;"

shadow" stands" for" the" other," the" unwanted,"

the"loser,"the"minority,"the"dangerous...""""""""""""""

"

Eastern" philosophies," which" advocate" staying"

away" from" ostentation," living" a" simple" life,"

admitting"that"one"is"only"some"tiny"part"of"nature"and"overcoming"the"desire"to"dominate"and"possess,"seem"

to" be" closer" to" Diogenes’s" teachings." Known" as" one" of" the" most" prominent" authors" from" Japan," Junichiro"

Tanizaki," in"his" book" In! Praise!of! Shadows," considers" the"notion"of" shadow"as" a" reference" to"distinguish" the"

Western"and"Eastern"perceptions"of"beauty"and"taste:"

"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
"Compiled"from"Internet!Encyclopaedia!of!Philosophy"http://www.iep.utm.edu/diogsino/""

Berglind"Hlynsdottir,"The!Guiding!Light,"2012"
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"“..." we" Orientals" tend" to" seek" our" satisfactions" in" whatever" surroundings" we" happen" to" find" ourselves," to"

content"ourselves"with"things"as"they"are;"and"so"darkness"causes"us"no"discontent,"we"resign"ourselves"to"it"as"

inevitable."If"light"is"scarce"then"light"is"scarce;"we"will"immerse"ourselves"in"the"darkness"and"there"discover"its"

own"particular"beauty."But"the"progressive"Westerner"is"determined"always"to"better"his"lot."From"candle"to"oil"

lamp,"oil" lamp" to"gaslight," gaslight" to"electric" light—his"quest" for"a"brighter" light"never" ceases,"he" spares"no"

pains"to"eradicate"even"the"minutest"shadow.”
"1
"

"

Tanizaki’s"book"dated"1933,"was"published"in"English"in"1977"and"by"that"time,""years"after"the"brightest"light"

has" hit"Hiroshima" and"Nagasaki," nuclear" power"was" already"being"widely" used" to" produce" electrical" energy."

Furthermore,"it"would"be"ridiculous"to"claim"that"the"East"(if"it"is"still"possible"to"speak"about"such"a"definitive"

concept)"stood"by"its"philosophies"and"managed"to"avoid"ambitions"of"possession"and"progress,"especially"after"

the"Fukushima"disasters"of"2011,"which"are"about"to"be"forgotten"all"together."""""""""

"

Sinop"known"as"the"home"to"Diogenes,"the"philosopher"who"defended"and"practiced"the"principles"of"living"in"

simplicity"and"in"accord"with"nature,"is"now"subject"to"the"‘philosophy’"of"demanding"and"consuming"more"and"

is" one" of" many" places" for" implementation" of" corresponding" global" politics" in" the" micro" scale."Wisdom! of!

Shadow:! Art! in! the! Era! of! Corrupted! Information" tries" to" remind" the" need" to" question" the" sustainability" of"

resources"which"we"exhaust"irresponsibly"in"the"name"of"progress,"enlightenment"and"access"to"information."It"

plans" to" open" up" a" field" of" interaction" by" giving" a" space" for" the" dark" image" rather" than" ‘casting" light’" on"

darkness."This" is"an"invitation"to"experience"the"shadow"and"through"the"metaphorical"possibilities" it"suggest"

reconsider"the"ways"and"means"of"our"existence"in"the"world.""

"

Işın"Önol"

Vienna,"2011"

" "

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
"Jun'ichiro"Tanizaki."In!Praise!of!Shadows,"Stone"Creek,"CT:"Leete's"Island"Books,"Inc.,"1977,"p.31""

Hande"Varsat,"Unbiased!Gate,"2011" Volkan"Kaplan"&"A."Erdem"Sentürk,"Prison,"2012'
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16'–'30'JUNE'2012'
IN'GROWING'UP'AMID'THE'HISTORICAL'MYSTERIES'OF'PROXIMITY:'PROS'&'CONS'OF'BEING'NEIGHBOURS'

ITS8Z1,"Belgrade,"Serbia'
Artists:"

Ana"Hoffner"|"Apartment"Project"(participants"of"the"Reciprocal"Visit"and"Re8Locate"Projects)"|"Assaf"Gruber""|"

Dragan"Ilić"|"Ha"za"vu"zu"(Güneş"Terkol,"Güçlü"Öztekin,"Özgür"Erkök)"|"Petra"Elena"Koehle"&"Nicolas"Vermot"

Petit8Outhenin"|"Lia"Lapithi"|"Bernd"Oppl"|"Riikka"Tauriainen"

Apartment'Project'Participants'(Reciprocal'Visit'/'ReBLocate'project'groups)"
Reciprocal'Visit'

Artists:"
Endam"Acar"|"Selda"Asal"|"Volkan"Aslan"|"Fatma"Çiftçi"|"Zeren"Göktan"|"Deniz"Gül"|"Gözde"İlkin"|"Ceren"Oykut"|"

Gökçe"Süvari"|"Sophia"Tabatadze"

coordinator:"Serra"Özhan"Yüksel'
ReBLocate'
Artists:"

Mehmet"Dere"|"Özgür"Erkök"|"Ha"za"vu"zu"|"Suat"Öğüt"|"Zeyno"Pekünlü"|"Ilgın"Seymen"|""Gökçe"Süvari"

backstage:"Selda"Asal"
Curators:"

Işın"Önol"&"Dimitrina"Sevova"

"

"

"

"

To"speak"of"‘meaning’"and"of"‘truth’"in"the"middle"of"military"agitation,"geopolitical"calculations,"suffering,"the"grimaces"of"

stupidity"or"else"of"lies"is"not"‘idealistic’:"it"is"to"get"to"the"very"nub"of"the"thing."–"Jean8Luc"Nancy
1
"

"

"

The"exhibition"project"and"live"events"focuses"on"the"contradictory"aspects"of"the"notion"of"being"neighbours,"

in" relation" to" varying" forms" of" deterritorialisations," reterritorialisations" and" the" selective" enforcement" of"

borders,"identificatory"models"offered"by"overlapping,"competing"and"contested"historical"narratives,"as"well"as"

political," social"and"cultural" interaction"between"territory"and"desires" in"a" time"of"globalisation,"mobility"and"

migration,"and"how"they"combine"to"produce"conditions"of"inclusion"and"mechanisms"of"exclusion."

"

The"existing,"seemingly"insurmountable"incompatibilities"in"the"formulation"of"borders,"whether"in"the"past"or"

in" the"present" time," find" their" ‘justification’" in" the" forming"principles"of" the" idea"of" territory" and" its"borders"

growing" out" of" the" collective" space," temporal" fantasies" and" memory," manipulation" of" interests" by" political"

elites"and"economic" formations" confronted"and"delimited"by" their"neighbouring" formations." This" leads"us" to"

relate" these" complex" issues" to"a" formal" inquiry" into" the"ways" in"which" (self8)images"of"nation," race," gender,"

subjects"are"produced"and"naturalized,"and"the"role"of"a"hunger"for"belonging"and"for"a"smoothed"and"purified"

historical"memory"in"this"process,"interacting"on"the"one"hand"with"space8time"characteristics,"and"on"the"other"

with"the"discursive"formation"of"knowledge8power"relations"–"what"Michel"Foucault"calls"dispositive."Space"is"

structured" by" giving" it" a"meaning," by" naming" it" and" identifying" it," through" language" and" narrative" and" such"

rhetorical"devices"as"metaphors,"as"well"as"verbal"and"visual"constructions"of"a"‘homeland.’"

"

Belonging" and" memory" find" their" realization" in" the" interweaving" of" landscape" and" identity" expressed" in" a"

relation"between"‘nature’"and"‘home’" in"which"the" identity"of"a"select"group"of"people" is"seen"as"“rooted”" in"

the" soil." This" then" serves" as" a" justification" for" naturalizing" statements" like" that" of" the" ‘organic" connection’"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
" Jean8Luc"Nancy,"“The"Confronted"Community" (For"Maurice"Blanchot),”" in"Postcolonial!Studies,"Vol."6,"No."1,"

2003,"p."24."

Bernd Oppl, Hotel Room, video installation, 2012 
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between" the" identity"of" a" region"and" the" identity"of" its" “original”" inhabitants" and" their" home," village," town,"

country,"land"and"everyday"practices"as"well"as"their"physical"characteristics"and"traits"of"character."

In" these"models" of" identification" the" question" is" not"what"multi8layered" histories" of" the" space" are" telling" in"

themselves."“We”"belong"to"that"territory"and"it"belongs"to"“us,”"determined"and"dominated"as"it" is"by"“our”"

history" and" practices," and" not" by" the" histories" and" practices" of" the" other." The" selectiveness" of" narrative"

structure"eliminates"contested"stories"with"the"entire"rhetoric"and"pathos"inherent"to"such"gestures"with"their"

claim" to" authenticity." From" these" interactions" visions" crystallize," and" imagined" communities" are" formulated:"

we/they,"inside/outside,"here/there,"and"our"land/their"land."How"does"this"process"reflect"on"the"inhabitants"

of" border" regions" under" social" and" cultural" conditions" of" “conflictual" consensus”" who" in" their" everyday"

practices"encounter" the"other" and" frequently" live"beside"each"other," even" sharing" the" same"meadow?"Then"

history" gets" shaped," playing" on" imagined" and" actual" wrongs" suffered" by" people" identifying" with" each" side,"

smoothing" the"narrative"along"different" lines" to"divide"and"conquer."These"narratives"channel"and"transform"

subjective" stories" that" are" then" transmitted" from" generation" to" generation." How" can" these" histories" be"

juxtaposed" to" wrinkle" the" smoothness" of" each?" Where" is" the" belonging" that" will" match" the" hunger" while"

overcoming"the"divisions,"even"as"the"respective"governments"continue"to"insist"on"their"conflicting"histories?"

"

The"ontology"of" the"border" lies" in" the" relation"between" the"environment"and" the" ideology"of" the" landscape."

The" demarcation" lines" sketch" not" only" geographical" territories" and" their" division," determination" and"

perpetuation,"but"they"constitute"the"folds"between"competing"images"and"forms."This"is"why"borders"between"

two"regions"mark"not"only"the"space"as"physical"nature"by"fixing"geographical"locations"and"their"socio8political"

differences," but" they" constitute" a" clash" of" conflicting" representations"with" all" their"manipulation" of" desires,"

hidden" in" the" production" and"marketing" of" these" images" and" the" apparatus" behind" them." Cartography" is" a"

discursive"practice"of"vision,"a"textuality"of"borders,"a"modulation"of"thoughts."The"performativity"of"linguistic"

structures"perpetuates"borders" in"a"continuous"repetition"and"reproduction,"making"them"subservient" to"the"

interests"of" an"economy" that" is"based"on" the" control"of"

the" traffic" of" imported" and" exported" goods," and" of" the"

mobility" of" people" as" labour" and" capital" through"

conventions," visa" regimes," the" police" gaze," custom"

duties," taxes." Visa" regimes" have" not" prevented," nor" are"

they" intended" to" prevent," migration" on" a" scale" never"

seen"before."But"they"modulate"the"flows,"the"rights"and"

the"exploitability"of"migrants."There"is"no"refuge"but"only"

temporary"and"transitory"residence"where"those"who"do"

not"fit"the"norms,"the"displaced,"dislocated,"rootlessness,"

stateless," travellers," ‘strangers,’" illegal/legal" migrants,"

refugees"are"made"to"feel"out"of"place."

"

The" borders" of" a" territory" would" seem" to" be" socially"

constructed"mindscapes"and"as"such"immaterial,"but"they"

are"also"the"material"embodiments"of"the"economic"and"

military" elaboration" of" disciplining" and" control"

procedures."The"enforcement"of"‘b/order’"categories"1"is"

a" political" act," and" ideologically" commands" notions" of"

value"and"truth,"even"as"its"immaterial"forces"translate"at"

times" into"hard"barriers"and"walls"of" rock"and"concrete."

But"as"Anssi"Paasi"puts"it"nicely,"the"existence"of"borders"

implies" the" possibility" of" crossing" them" –" even" if"

sometimes"at"the"price"of"taking"a"substantial"risk."Under"

what" conditions" can" contemporary"art"practices" in" their"

globalized" hybridity" contribute" to" creating" new"

possibilities" for" transgression," overcoming" the"

demarcation" of" image" regimes" constitutive" of" borders"

and"subverting"the"naturalizations"at"play?"

' "

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
"Cf."Henk"van"Houtum,"Olivier"Kramsch"and"Wolfgang"Zierhofer"(eds.),"B/ordering!Space,"Ashgate,"

Hants/Burlington,"2005,"<http://ncbr.ruhosting.nl/henkvanhoutum/borderingspace.pdf>"(accessed"20128058

24)."

Riikka Tauriainen, A Manuscript containing Mistakes and 
Images, lecture performance, 2012"
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21'–'31'MARCH'2012'
EMBEDDEDINVISIBLE'

Exhibition"#4"

hu8fAk:off"space,"Vienna,"Austria"

Artists:'
Wagner"Felipe"Dos"Santos"|""Miriam"Hamann"|"Martina"Menegon"&"Stefano"D’alessio"|""Liddy"Scheffknecht"|"

"Anna"Vasof"

Curator:"
Isin"Önol"

'

"

"

"

“The"Perfect"clarity"of"intelligible"light"is"achieved"as"a"progressive"

recovery"from"the"displacement"of"light,"which"in"the"sensible"realm"

is"ambiguously"differentiated"from"unrepresentable"material"

obstacles,"like"the"tain"of"a"mirror,"the"bodies"which"cast"shadows,"

the"water’s"reflective"surface,"the"cloth"divider"or"the"walls"of"the"

cave.”
1
"

'

'

'
'
'
'
'
embeddedinvisible"invites"artists"who"are"working"with"the"key"concepts"of:"visibility8invisibility;"subtlety,"light,"
darkness,"and"shadow,"for"finding"possibilities"in"spreading"information"not"directly"through"light"but"through"

shadows" and" darkness" as" a" response" to" the" existing" global" politics" in" relation" to" the" association" between"

information,"knowledge"and"light,"as"opposed"to"the"dominant"knowledge"production"and"distribution"systems."

It"invites"the"audience"to"stay"longer"at"the"exhibition"area"to"explore"the"work"that"is"not"explicitly"illuminated"

for"the"information"not"to"be"lost"in"visibility"but"seen"within"invisibility."

"

'
' '

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
"Textures!of!Light:!Vision!and!Touch!in!Irigaray,!Levinas!and!MerleauNPonty,"Routledge,"New"York,"1998,"p."8"

Wagner"Felipe"Dos"Santos,"SelfNportrait,"2012"

 

Liddy"Scheffknecht,"seven!minutes!fifty!four!

seconds,"2010"
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8'JANUARY'–'5'FEBRUARY,'2012'
INVISIBLE'CITY'–'TECHNOLOGIES'OF'THE'BODY"

Wäsherei8Kunstverein"Zurich,"Switzerland"

Artists:"
Amélie"Brisson8Darveau"|"Gisèle"Schindler"|"Riikka"Tauriainen"

Curators:"
Isin"Önol"&"Dimitrina"Sevova"

"

"

"

“You"are"made"of"chance,"of"nothingness,"

of"shit"

that"wants"to"be"law"

and"fears"nothing"like"disorder,"chance,"shit"and"nothingness,"

that"is,"the"bourgeoisie.”"

"

“I!want!to!be!sublime!and!consecrate!myself.!!

I"am"a"body,"

a"mass,"

a"weight,""

a"space,"

a"volume,"

" " a"dimension,""

" " abeveling,""

a"slope,"

a"facade,"

an"inner"lining,""

a"laterality,"

a"phenomenon,""

a"fact,"

an"expansion,""

an"extension,""

a"pressure,"

an"oppression,""

a"pointedness,"

a"brood"(constitution,"institution,"collusion,"cohesion),"

a"propulsion,"

a"something.”"

"

“It's"an"idiotic"and"simplistic"operation"come"from"a"monumental"grandiose"and"terrible"operation"of"the"human"individual"

which"renders"him"destitute"

in"an"instant"

by"an"inert"mimeticism"

that"withers"the"mime,"the"act"of"seeing,"the"spectator,"the"automatic"spy"of"existence,"etc."etc."

Another"step,"another"plan,"

without"a"point,"without"plenum”"

"

"

Oh," yes," as"we"all" know:" It’s" a"process!" It’s" a" construct!" It’s" not"natural!" In" search"of"his" impossible"naturalness"Antonin"

Artaud"exclaimed:"“Only"the"human"body"can"be"everything.”""

The"point"of"departure"of"this"exhibition"project"is"the"technologies"of"the"city"in"their"interrelation"with"the"technologies"of"

the"body"–"a"body"that"is"submitted"to"the"same"processes"of"gentrification,"urban"planning"and"their"modulations,"as"well"

as"to"the"utopian"potential"of"the"imaginary"in"the"context"of"the"virtual"as"conceived"by"Antonio"Negri."

"

This"leads"us"to"investigate"and"reflect"on"the"relation"between"visibility"and"invisibility,"between"mind"and"body,"between"

language"and"power"apparatus,"and"how"the"arrangement"of"space"is"to"be"utilized"for"political"and"economic"ends"which"

never"end" in" the"bioeconomic"spatio8temporal" relations"shaping" the" forms"of"body"politics"and" the"politics"of" space."We"

look" for" the" traces" of" the" aesthetic" implications" of" crises," birth" control," the" reproductive" system," biopolitics," the"

environment," social"milieu," geopolitics," epistemology," the" problem" of" housing," habitus" and" urbanism" in" relation" to" how"

becoming8population"and"planned"control"are"applied" to"working8class" families,"migration"or" the"notion"of" inappropriate"

sexuality."

"

This"concept"of"the"city"recurs"in"an"eternal"return,"opening"an"ontological"view"onto"the"body,"and"with"its"artificial"light"

and"structures"remains"rooted"in"the"bosom"of"the"Platonic"myth"of"the"cave."
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The"corporal"anatomic"link"between"architecture"and"the"body"with"its"optical"projections"and"geometrical"principles"and"

symmetries" produce" the"order" in"which" architecture" dictates" the"design"of" the"body"while" at" the" same" time" generating"

forms,"both"visible"and" invisible" in"the"combinatorial"system"of"memory."Geometrical" theorems"make" implicit"knowledge"

explicit," driving" the" engine" of" the" architectural" machine." With" its" shadows" it" is" the" perfect" theater" of" measurement"

containing"the"history"of"forms"and"power"which"is"also"the"history"of"spaces."Analogous"to"this"corporal"spatio8temporal"

machine"is"the"dimension"of"the"human"mind."The"body"is"an"invention"of"the"mind."It"is"an"abstraction,"an"embodiment"of"

memory."At"the"same"time"architecture"is"both"corporal"in"its"outside"façades"and"skeleton,"and"virtual"in"its"inner"spaces"

and"holes,"and"signifies"the"idea"of"a"specific"human"body."Its"principles"constitute"the"corporal"anatomy"of"the"nature"of"

human" knowledge." The" theatricality" of"memory" and" the" geometry" of" the" gaze" extend" from"ancient" to"modern" times" to"

produce"a"large"theater,"from"science"to"the"factory,"from"the"streets"of"contemporary"cities"to"Facebook."

"

This"body,"tired"of"the"endless"automated"performance,"this"overloaded"consciousness"trying"to"forget,"having"reached"its"

limits"of"apprehension,"is"continuously"exposed"to"the"medical"gaze"organized"by"the"police8state"actions"and"orders,"in"the"

name" of" cleanliness" and" health" or" the" collective" opinion" and" the" collective" power" machine," bureaucratically" lit" public"

opinion"and"political"discussions"manipulated"by"private"interests."The"body"is"forced"to"take"value"and"become"particular."

It" is"determined"by"measurement,"such"as"“what" is"valid,"authentic,"clear,”"as"a"definition"of"the"Absolute,"the"divinity"of"

measure." Our" perceptual" field" is" already" organized" by" perspective" or" transparent" optics" in" the" reality" ordering" of" the"

productive"force."My,"your,"our"bodies"have" long" lost"their"sovereignty,"remain"artificially"monitored," lit"objects,"but"also"

sources"of"engineering,"planners,"modulated"by"legal"regulations."Technologies"are"always"a"form"of"power,"a"measure"of"

industrial"skills,"a"place"where"power"is"exercised"by"a"gaze"that"is"both"collective"and"anonymous,"so"that"we"end"up"gazing"

at"ourselves"intently"“always"and"everywhere.”"Why"should"we"become"the"guardians"of"our"self?"

"

The"post8Fordist"scattering"of"the"institutions"and"power,"the"prison"tower,"the"clinic"celebrate"the"dance"of"“a"completely"

dismembered" god.”" (Artaud)"With" deterritorialization," dissemination" of" power" and"with" self8control," “power" becomes" a"

machinery"controlled"by"no"one.”"The"panoptikon"assemblages"decompose"and"conglomerate" into"various"abstract"units,"

judicial," optical" procedures." The" eye" of" god" multiplies" in" spatio8temporal" configurations" of" the" body" and" political" and"

economic" formations," the" linguistic" field" and" the" logic" of" capital" in"which" the" accumulation"of" the" body" and"mind" are" a"

continuous" source" of" economic" activity" and" consumption." It" develops" into" a" perfectly" concerted" network," a" system" of"

“logic”" operated" by" a" series" of" human"decisions," apparatuses," historical" and" political" agents." A" paradigmatic" shift" in" the"

relation" of" process" and" product" has" taken" place" –" labor," production" and" consumption" and" the" circulation" of" capital" as"

immaterial" form," bow" to" the" constant" demand" for" an" advance" within" the" system," drawing" on" knowledge" as" active"

production,"the"power"of"science,"something"liquefied"and"ghostly,"a"process"which"will"not"actually"require"a"final"product,"

a"non8situated"observing,"which"suppresses"all"possibilities"for"passivity."

"

Disconnect"that"animated"body!"Disengage"the"power"of"your"mind!"Negate"isolation"by"praxis"–"in"an"obstinate"blockage"of"

the"muscle" power" of" your" body" labor"which" otherwise"will" be" consumed" as" a"material" commodity" in" order" to" generate"

value,"turned"into"a"fetish"object,"just"as"knowledge"itself"will"be"consumed"and"commodified."If"the"motility"of"your"body"

and" the"power"of"your"mind"are" the" reason"of" this"possession," stop"any"exercise!"We"have"worked"out"enough."Find"an"

inapproachable"position!"Cool"down"–"degree"zero."Time"for"praxis,"and"for"being"“practico8inert.”"

"

We"propose" instead"a"documentary" imaginary"spatial"bodily" transgressive" fiction"as"a"new"political" struggle."Shut"off"the"

light" and" walk" transversally" through" spatio8temporal" relations," escaping" the" geometric" function" of" memory," inventing"

another" space"and"another"body,"an" imperfect" form"distinguished" from"higher" forms"by" the"greater" indefiniteness"of" its"

measure," asymmetries," irregularities," vagueness," as" a" “personal" invention" wherein" I" hide" and" hold" fast" to" –" nothing.”"

Indulge"in"a"practice"of"indifference"and"inertness,"abolishing"affirmative"mimetic"gestures,"habitus,"embodiment."

Who"is"afraid"of"the"dark"space?"This"fear"has"always"been"the"privilege"of"the"middle"class."Its"strength"and"forms"of"

management"rarely"tolerate"regions"of"darkness:"“Power"operates"by"means"of"transparency,"a"process"of"bringing"to"light.”"

Why"should"we"attempt"to"transform"the"invisible"into"the"visible?"Because"the"visible"is"organized"around"a"dominant"and"

observing"gaze"and"the"entire"illusion"of"transparency,"patterns,"textures."

"

If"medicine,"meteorology," urban" geography" and" criminology" are" supported"by" the" gaze,"what"would"be" a" counter8gaze?"

Who" is" the" counter8figure" that" could" subtract" itself" from" the" accepted" order," blur" the" optical" devices," and" achieve" a"

sufficient"simulacrum?"A"shadow,"a"parasitizing" figure"spreading" illness" through"the"city," forming"a"“lumpen”"community"

growing" through"contagion"and"destructive"energy?The"phantom"of" the"opera?The"vampire"Nosferatu?" If"one" is"a" figure"

killing"the"norms"of"fine"and"noble"behavior,"the"other"is"the"substrate"of"displacement,"of"the"migration"of"people"carrying"

the"contagion"across"borders,"relying"on"the"Marxian8Foucauldian"hope"for"a"wind"of"change"in"the"climate"stemming"from"

the"significant"complicity"between"petty"robbers,"beggars,"the"homeless,"aristocrats"and"prostitutes,"all"of"which"belong"to"

the"old"order"or"the"black"market,"were"robbed"of"their"illusions"and"have"nothing"more"to"lose."

"

Text"by"Işın"Önol"and"Dimitrina"Sevova"

Poetry"and"other"quotes"from"Antonin"Artaud"and"Michel"Foucault;"the"title"refers"to"Italo"Calvino’s"novel"

"

"

"

"

"
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JUNE,'2011'
FASCINATIONS'WITH'CAST'SHADOWS:'ARTISTIC'AND'CURATORIAL'PERSPECTIVES'REIVISITED'

(MAS"Curating"degree"show,"ZHdK)"White"Space,"Zurich,"Switzerland"

Participants:"
Marina"Coelho"|"Juan"Gonzalez8Martinez"|"Vivian"Landau,"Caroline"Lommaert"|"Mara8Luisa"Müller"|"Isin"Önol"|"

Véronique"Ribordy"|"Nico"Ruffo"|"Silvia"Simoncelli"

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

ABSTRACT'
This"research"aims"to"investigate"the"diverse"aspects"of"the"use"of"cast"shadow"as"a"medium"in"current"art"practice."It"aims"

to"provide"an"introduction"to"the"recent"artistic"and"curatorial"practices"within"the"subject"area"of"the"research."In"addition"

to" that," it" attempts" to" offer" an" innovative" approach" to" the" use" of" shadow" as" a"medium,"with" close" consideration" of" its"

involvement"in"an"artwork"as"a"political"gesture."It"examines"the"impact"of"western"ideology"in"""contemporary"notions"of"

truth"and"their"verbal,"and"other,"manifestations"in"metaphors"of"light."It"proposes"the"idea"that"light"does"not"necessarily"

unveil" the" truth"but" can"also"be"used" to"manipulate" the" truth" in" certain" cases." In"accordance"with" this"understanding," it"

argues" that" the" use" of" shadow" in" art" practice" would" by" necessity" deal" with" the" aspect" of" the" misuse" of" the" language"

surrounding"shadow."It"claims"that"the"increasing"fascination"with"the"artistic"and"curatorial"involvement"with"shadow,"does"

not"simply"come"from"the"developments"of"light"technologies"or"the"obscure"characteristics"of"shadow,"but"rather"emerges"

as"a"reaction"to"the"existing"conceptions"of"the"notion"of"truth."From"this"point"of"view,"this"research"analyses"the"work"of"a"

number"of"artists"and"curators,"exploring"their"dedication"to"transmit" information"and"challenge"notions"of"truth"through"

cast" shadow." It" mainly" focuses" on" the" work" of" the" artists" Shilpa" Gupta," Rafael" Lozano8Hemmer" and" EulaliaValdosera,"

comparing"and"contrasting"their"approaches"in"the"use"of"shadow"in"relation"to"the"notions"of"public"involvement,"politics,"

playfulness" and" interactivity." It" also" aims" to" analyse" the" curatorial" approaches" to" the"presentation"of" artwork" that"deals"

primarily" with" shadows." Providing" an" overview" of" some" recent" exhibitions" within" this" framework," the" research" mainly"

focuses"on" three" large8scaled"exhibitions"organized"directly"on" the" theme"of" shadow,"entitled:"Shadow!Play,! In!Praise!of!

Shadows"and"Shadow!Dance,"analysing"the"curatorial"motives"behind"these"exhibitions."As"a"contrast"to"these"approaches,""

it"also""looks"at"the"2009"Lyon"Biennale,"curated"by"HouHanrou,"titled"Spectacle!of!Everyday,"which"was"an"exhibition"that"

did"not"explicitly"focus"on"shadows"but"staged"a"number"of"artists"dealing"with"the"theme." "
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OCT'–'DEC,'2010'
HANDLE'WITH'CARE'

Uni8Credit"Studio,"Milan,"Italy'
Artists:"

Dusica"Drazic"|"Vikenti"Komitski"|"Ardan"Ozmenoglu"

Curators:"
Maja"Ciric"|"Vera"Mlechevska"|"Isin"Önol"

"

'

'
'
'
Isin' Onol'Ardan," for" a" long" time" you" have" been" executing" your" artwork" by" printing" on" post8it" papers" with"

various"techniques."Even"if"the"material"seems"the"same,"your"works"differ"with"the"context"of"the"images." If"

you" look" back," how" would" you" consider" these" differences?" For" instance," you" have" printed" big" portraits" of"

sultans"and"prime"ministers."Where"do"you"think"your"work"is"heading"to?"Are"you"going"to"continue"with"‘post8

it’s"or"will"you"somehow"give"up?"

"

Ardan' Ozmenoglu" I" believe" that" every" new" work" that" I" produce" carries" the" same" uniqueness" despite" the"

change"in"context."Post8it"notes"are"always"going"to"be"a"part"of"my"artwork."Just"like"these"special"papers"can"

stick" to" everywhere," I" have" also" stick" to" them." But" of" course" I" didn’t" detach"myself" from" other"media" and"

materials."One"point"that"intrigues"the"viewers"about"my"work"is"the"harmony"of"‘the"idea’"with"the"technique"

and"material"I"use.""

"

I.O."Some"months"ago,"you"have"exhibited"some"famous"Turkish"political"figures"that"we"know"from"the"90’s"

and"their"unforgettable"promises"and"propaganda"speeches"before"the"elections."Your"post8it" technique"that"

forms" the" basis" of" your" art" is" probably" reveals" itself" at" best" with" this" exhibition." The" post8it" notes"

metaphorically"replace"the"temporary"and"superficial"nature"of"the"posters,"the"promises"and"slogans"that"had"

been"used"before"all"these"elections."What"you"did"was"just"to"present"these"images"to"the"viewers,"you"have"

not"altered"any"of"its"language."But"the"exhibition"gave"the"impression"that"you"somehow"told"a"joke."Now"this"

material"will" be"exhibited" in" Italy" in"a" foreign" country"within"a"different" context."What"do"you" think"will" the"

reactions"of"the"viewers"in"another"country"be"while"the"context"is"so"local?"""

" "
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'
A.O.'According"to"my"understanding,"these"are"the"types"of"works"that"are"pretty"eye8catching"and"make"the"

viewers" look"further." I"have"produced"these"works"of"white" lies"and"90’s"Turkish"political"arena" in"a"studio" in"

Vienna" where" I" shared" the" space" with" two" artists" from" two" different" backgrounds." Both" artists" were" first"

interested" in" the" aesthetics" of" the" works" and" then" wondered" about" the" story." I" am" sure" that" in" Italy," the"

viewers"would"also"have"the"same"interest"both"in"terms"of"imagery"and"context.""""

"

I.O." "You"are"looking"at"politics"from"a"very"de8politic"standpoint"and"represent"a"perspective"of"80s"children."

On"the"other"hand,"to"present"this"de8political"perspective"is"indeed"a"

very"political"decision."Being"a"child" from"the"same"era," I" find" it"very"

intimate" that" the"memories"of"a" child" is"evoked"as" the" same"way"as"

you"do"it"today."It"was"nearly"impossible"for"us"children"to"understand"

their"political"views"so"these"figures"were"sole"images"for"us."And"for"a"

person" who" wants" to" stay" away" from" local" politics," this" perception"

does" not" differ" so"much" as" an" adult." I" find" it" very" political" that" you"

eliminated" to" use" or" rather" presented" the" absent" images" of" Tayyip"

Erdogan" who" has" already" been" very" frequent" subject" of" comic"

magazines" with" his" rude" speeches" and" blunders" as" well" as" Deniz"

Baykal," other" cult" character" who" has" been" opponent" to" him" and"

recently"had"to"resign"from"his"position."What"was"the"reason"for"this"

hesitancy"for"keeping"them"away"from"your"work?"

"

A.O.' I" get" excited" to" make" art" that" ask" questions" and" add" another"

dimension"to"daily"experience"but"on"the"other"I’d"rather"keep"those"

big" questions" as" simple" as" possible." And" in" fact"my" answer" lies" very"

subtle" in"your"own"question."Perhaps"my"decision"not"to"use"today’s"

political"figures"is"because"I"don’t"even"want"to"think"about"them."

"

I.O.' " Ahead," an" important" referendum" (12" September" 2010)" is"

awaiting"to"give"form"to"the"future"of"Turkish"politics."And"as"always"

there"are"a"lot"of"polemics."After"the"military"coup,"on"12"September"

1980," the" referendum"was" speculatively" announced" to" be" accepted"

although"the"majority"of"the"people"voted"for"“no”."Now"changes"are"

proposed" for" this" 1980"Constitution"but" the"people"who" said" ‘no’" in"

1980" still" plan" to" say" no" just" because" they" do" not" trust" the" political"

party" that"proposes" the"changes." " ‘Why"yes?’" ‘Why"no?’"debates"are"

all" over" published"media" and" the" Internet."On" the" other" hand," I" am"

sure" that" by" now," cities" are" bombarded" with" posters," slogans" and"

visual"distractions."Living"through"this"right"now,"what"do"you"collect"

for"your"own"art?"

"

A.O." I" try" to" collect" all" the"materials" –" the" flags," posters," and" even"

music"recordings"that"are"related"to"this"referendum"from"streets"and"

squares." It" is"pretty"surprising"to"see"the"collective"data"when"all" the"

‘yes’s" and" ‘no’s" come" together." The" whole" situation" and" all" this"

material" are" the" ultimate" proofs" for" the" reality." One" should" never"

forget"that,"there"is"someone"who"knows"but"there"is"also"another"one"who"knows"it"better."""

"

I.O.' "When" I" visited" you" at" your" studio" last" winter" in" Vienna," where" you" participated" in" artist" in" residence"

programme,"you"were"preparing"work"for"three"exhibitions."You"remember"that"I"felt"really"excited"to"help"you"

with"some"of"your"prints"but"I"couldn’t"really"stand"doing"all"this"tedious"work"and"I"had"to"quit"so"soon."Talking"

about"the"process,"both"the"printing"of"these"small"papers"and"installing"them"in"the"exhibition"space"requires"

hard"effort"and"patience.""What"does"this"process"mean"to"you?"""

"

A.O.'This"creation"process"is"physically"and"psychologically"quite"demanding"but"it"is"also"fun"for"me."I"have"a"

very"disciplined"way"of"working" in"my"studio"and"I"believe"that" is"a"quality"that"every"successful"artist"should"

have." I" know" that" at" the" end" of" every" exhibition," the" works" of" art" that" I" had" produced" derive" from" the"

excellence"of"this"process."And"talent"is"a"secret"pray."

" "
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'
EDUCATIONAL'CRITIQUE:'HOW'TO'SWOT'CURATING'

A"critical"review"of"curatorial"study"programmes"

A"panel"discussion"as"part"of"the"Symposium:"

Institution!as!Medium.!Curating!as!Institutional!Critique?!

26827"March"2010,"Kunsthalle"Fridericianum,"Kassel,"Germany"

List'of'participants:''
Hyunjoo"Byeon|"Lisa"Boström"|"Övül"Durmusoglu"|"Alhena"Katsof"|"Natalie"Hope"O’Donnell"|"Alessandra"

Sandrolini"|Andrea"Roca"|Adnan"Yildiz"

Moderators:""
Isin"Onol"|"Maja"Ciric"

Concept:""
Isin"Onol"

"

'

'
"

"

'
Curating" is" a" profession" that" did" not" have" its" specific" education" until" few" years" ago." There" are" hardly" any"

curators"who"have"studied"curating"as"profession."Basic" statistical" research"shows" that"most" curators"have"a"

background"in"fine"art,"art"history,"art"criticism,"aesthetics,"sociology,"or"philosophy."Nowadays"both"curating"

and"its"educational"programmes"are"becoming"increasingly"popular.""

"

Some" of" these" programmes" concentrate" on" institutional" curating," management" and" law," while" others" put"

greater" emphasis" on" experimental" and" independent" curating," collectives," non8profit" organisations," artist"

initiatives,"etc."Some"of"them"provide"longer"periods"of"studies,"whereas"others"are" limited"to"a"few"months."

Some" choose" to" bring" a" critical" approach" to" the" history" of" exhibitions"while" some" others" prefer" to" follow" a"

more" historicist" approach." Some" programmes" prefer" to" work" collaboratively," while" others" choose" a" more"

solitary" approach." They" can" all" be" generalised" as" developing" a" “global" approach" to" curating”," which" is" a"

problematic"that"will"form"the"focus"of"our"panel"discussion."

"

As" Boris" Groys" argues" in" his" essay" “The" City" in" the" Age" of" Touristic" Reproduction”," given" the" conditions" of"

present"time,"many"artists"and"curators"end"up"leading"an"international"and"nomadic"lifestyle,"facilitated"by"the"

increasing"number"of" international"residencies,"curatorial"courses,"and"other"programmes."This" is"reflected"in"
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the"biographies"of"internationally"renowned"curators."There"is"a"need"for"political"awareness"and"an"historical"

understanding" of" local" issues" and" how" they" are" reflected" in" a" global" perspective;" an" ability" of" adjusting" to"

different"cultures"and" lifestyles,"highly"developed"social"skills"and"the"ability"to"be"multi8lingual." International"

curators"must" be" able" to" communicate"with" various" representatives" of" different" social" groups" in" a" range" of"

different"settings."Can"curatorial"education"programmes"provide"such"extensive"skills"in"a"short"period"of"time?"

If" not," what" can" be" and" what" is" provided" instead?" How" much" of" the" information" gathered" from" these"

programmes"is"practically"useful,"and"how"do"these"courses"differ"from"conventional"academic"courses?"What"

is"the"best"way"of"preparing"a"new"generation"of"curators"before"they"enter"the"international"contemporary"art"

scene?""

"

How"do"we,"the"students,"respond"to"these"curatorial"programmes?"What"are"the"advantages"and"challenges"of"

this"kind"of"education"system?"To"what"extent"do"these"programmes"serve"to"perpetuate"a"system"of"cultural"

colonialism?"How"do"we"construct"institutional"critique"from"the"educational"aspect?"

"

In" this" panel" discussion" curatorial" postgraduate" programmes," residences," curatorial" training" courses,"

assistantships" and" symposiums" will" be" self8reflexively" analysed" by" the" selected" participants" of" the" panel"

discussion"and"the"audience."

"

Key' themes:' “Franchising" the" curatorial" study" programmes”," “Curatorial" production" in" the" nomadic" era”,"

“critical"and"collective"curating”,"“educational"institutions"designed"for"curating”."

'
'
Can'Curating'be'Taught?"
"

The" panel" discussion" “Educational" Critique:" How" to" Swot" Curating”" took" place" as" a" part" of" the" symposium"

“Institution" as" Medium." Curating" as" Institutional" Critique?”" on" March" the" 27th" in" Kassel," Kunsthalle"

Fridericianum."The"goal"of" the"discussion"was" to" look"at" the" increasing"number"of" curating"programmes"and"

their" aims," functions," roles" and"effects"within" the" globally" evolving" system"of" curatorial" education," from" the"

point"of"view"of"prospective"curators"who"are"attending"or"have"recently"completed"these"programmes.""

"

Since"curating"did"not"have"its"specific"education"until"few"years"ago"there"are"hardly"any"established"curators"

from" an" older" generation," who" have" studied" it." Basic" statistical" research" shows" that" most" curators" have" a"

background" in" fine" art," art" history," art" criticism," aesthetics," sociology," or" philosophy." Both" curating" and" its"

educational" programmes" are" becoming" increasingly" popular" nowadays." Some" of" these" programmes"

concentrate" on" institutional" curating," management" and" law" (Stockholm" University;" Royal" College" of" Art,"

London;)"while"others"put"greater"emphasis"on"experimental"and"independent"curating"(De"Appel,"Amsterdam;"

L’Ecole"de"Magasin,"Grenoble)"collectives,"non8profit"organisations,"artist" initiatives,"etc.."Some"(Goldmisith’s,"

London;"De"Appel," Amsterdam)" choose" to" bring" a" critical" approach" to" the" history" of" exhibitions"while" some"

others"might"prefer"to"follow"a"more"historicist"approach."Some"programmes"(De"Appel,"Amsterdam;"L’Ecole"

de"Magasin,"Grenoble;)"prefer"to"work"collaboratively,"while"others"choose"a"more"solitary"approach."On"one"

hand"curating"programmes"are"expensive"and"elitist,"but"on"the"other,"for"being"financially"more"independent,"

comparing"to"many"other"programmes,"they"are"relatively"free"about"contents"and"structures,"about"lecturers,"

networks,"methods.""

"

What" interested" us" as"moderators" of" this" round" table"was" to" find" out" if" curating," such" an" elusive," complex"

process," can" be" taught." The" growing" necessity" of" pinning" down" an" interdisciplinary" field" such" as" curating"

through" an" academic" formation" made" us" think" immediately" of" curating" programmes" as" of" a" sort" of"

empowerment," as" a"way" to" rely" on" a" curating" programme" as" on" a" strong" and" self8confident" subject"who" is"

supposed"to"know,"a"subject"who"is"well"informed"and"capable"of"teaching"its"participants"how"to"write,"act"and"

play"in"the"field"of"exhibition"making."However"our"criticism"emerged"from"the"fact"that"the"complex"field"we"

inhabit" is"being"transformed"constantly"and"from"at" least"two"main"perspectives"recently."What"we"might"be"

experiencing" as" an" illusion" that" stands" for" the" very" coherency" of" the" field" is" a" manifestation" of" first" the"

educational"turn"and"the"second"Institutional"critique.""

"

Educational" turn" is" " a" term" that"was" used" for" a" tendency" in" the" 90s" to" include" discussions," workshops" and"

symposia" into" the" art" institutions." This" “movement”" was" initiated" by" groups" or" people" working" together" in"

collaborations." The" educational" turn" has" attracted" a" lot" of" attention" recently." Irit" Rogoff" edited" Education"

Actualized"8"the"14th"issue"of"the"e8flux"magazine
1
"this"March,"while"Paul"O'Neill"&Mick"Wilson"edited"Curating"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1http://www.e-flux.com/journal/issue/14"
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and" the" Educational" Turn
1
" 8" the" anthology" that" presents" an" essential" enquiry" for" anyone" interested" in" the"

cultural"politics"of"production"at"the"intersections"of"art,"curating,"and"educational"praxis."The"educational"turn"

implies" a" wider" range" of" concerns," agendas" and" methods," and" allows" the" emergence" of" multi8vocal" and"

multidisciplinary"perspectives."Rogoff,"a"head"of"a"progressive"and"unique"program"that"examines"Curatorial"as"

a"knowledge"production"at"Goldsmiths"University,"stands"for"an"education"that"will"not"be"a"response"to"crisis,"

but"part"of"its"on"going"complexity,"which"is"not"reacting"to"realities,"but"producing"them."The"educational"turn"

is"the"potentiality"and"actualization;"and"education"is"the"site"that"is"shifting"away"from"a"culture"of"emergency"

to" one" of" urgency." Being" such," the" educational" turn" encourages" the" journey," not" the" destination" and"

encourages"curating"as"a"constant"process"of"rediscovery."

"

In"his"Notes"on"Institutional"Critique"Simon"Sheikh"makes"a"distinction"between"three"waves.
2
"In"the"first"two"

waves"Institutional"critique"was"a"practice"mainly,"if"not"exclusively,"conducted"by"artists,"and"directed"against"

the" (art)" institutions," as" a" critique" of" their" ideological" and" representative" social" functions." In" contrast," the"

current"institutional8critical"discussions"seem"predominantly"propagated"by"curators"and"directors"of"the"very"

same"institutions,"and"they"are"usually"opting"for"rather"than"against"them."That" is," they"are"not"an"effort"to"

oppose"or"even"destroy"the"institution,"but"rather"to"modify"and"solidify"it,"but"also"to"accept"the"ambivalence"

of"criticizing"and"affirming"an"institution."The"institution"is"not"only"a"problem,"but"also"a"solution
3
"and"curating"

might" be" a" tool" to" find" these" solutions" by" inventing" new"models."Of" course," if"we" understand" curating" as" a"

negotiation,"a"collaboration"and"a"debate"about"an"issue,"a"project"or"a"political"topic.""

"

In"the"text"Liar's"Poker
4
"Brian"Holmes"stands"for"the" idea"that"the"main" interest"of"the"participants"of"the"art"

world"is"accumulating"cultural"capital"by"mastering"complex"fetishes"of"meaning,"which"have"been"constructed"

and"transformed"over"time."These"fetishes"are"based"on"the"illusio"that"accounts"for"the"very"coherency"of"the"

field." This" illusio," according" to" Holmes," can" be" transformed," gravitationally" shifted," so" that" its" prestigious"

objects"–"the"signs,"gestures"and"images"–"are"revaluated."Being"witnesses"of"a"different"gender"and"national"

identities" inhabiting"the"field,"educational"turn"and"both"institutional"critique"envisioned"as"open"and"diverse"

processes,"are"capable"of"opening"a"lot"of"space"for"different,"personal"and"individual."This"does"not"mean"that"

the"confrontation"of"diverse"influences"will"not"produce"conflicts."

"

But"what" if" the"educational"turn" is" just"another"pseudo"concept,"a"classifying"tool"that"deals"with"no"realistic"

classification?"Or"to"put"in"the"words"of"Irit"Rogoff,"what"if"the"educational"turn"in"curating"is"a"series"of"generic"

or"stylistic"tropes?"

"

One"of"the"points"at"which"curatorial"studies"are"shaken"in"order"not"become"a"source"of"both"inauthenticity"

and" oppression" is" the" insistence" on" a" less" distorted" view" of" the" global" art" world," the" one"whose" centre" of"

gravity" is"not"only" in"the"West."Most"curatorial"study"programs"are"based" in"Western"Europe"and"the"United"

States."This"means"that"participants"from"other"parts"of"the"world"might"be"obliged"to"follow"hegemonic"trends"

and"regimes"of"knowledge."But"with"the"educational"turn"and"institutional"critique,"new"hybrid"possibilities"can"

emerge." Concerns" of" different" participants" who" are" capable" of" maintaining" the" critical" distance" and" act" as"

strong" subjects" in" the" curatorial" study" programs" as" specific" power" fields
5
" can" shape" things" in" a" different"

manner.""

"

If" the"educational" turn"means" that"a" range"of" concerns," agendas,"methods"and"multidisciplines"are"at" stake,"

then"the"field"is"expended"or"at"least"has"new"potentialities."Knowledge"production"becomes"multifocal"and"by"

becoming" aware" of" the" educational" turn" curatorial" study" programs" and/or" their" participants" capture" the"

dynamics" of" a" turn." To" be" taught" curating," as" complex" as" it" is," is"mainly" about" being" exposed" in" a" dynamic,"

constantly"changing"landscape"of"the"society"and"the"art"world."The"more"varieties"a"curatorial"study"program"

provides" the"more"accurate" it" is"because" it" focuses"on" the"unlimited"and"paradoxically,"without"claiming" the"

truth,"inspires"one"for"action"and"production."

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1Published by DeAppel and Open Editions, 2010"
2See James Meyer’s essay "Whatever Happened to Institutional Critique?” in which, he tries to establish a 
genealogy rather than (art) history proper of institutional critique. Reprinted in Peter Weibel, Kontext Kunst, 1993"
3According to Simon Sheikh in the first wave of institutional critique from the late 1960s and early 1970s – long 
since celebrated and relegated by art history, the critical method was an artistic practice, and the institution in 
question was the art institution, mainly the art museum, but also galleries and collections. Institutional critique thus 
took on many forms, such as artistic works and interventions, critical writings or (art?)political activism. However, 
in the so-called second wave, from the 1980s, the institutional framework became somewhat expanded to include 
the artist’s role (the subject performing the critique) as institutionalized, as well as an investigation into other 
institutional spaces (and practices) besides the art space"
4Brian Holmes, Liar's Poker- Representation of Politics/Politics of Representation, Springerin # 1/03"
5Pierre Bourdieu raised a question about the The Social Conditions of the International Circulation of Ideas. He 
emphasized the importance of the context for the emergence and evaluation of ideas."
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"

While"curating"as"an"inter8disciplinary"field"is"hard"to"be"thought,"curating"programmes"are"beneficial"because"

they"act"as"platforms"capable"of"realising"various"potentialities"within"their"networks."They"act"as"communities,"

as"a"much"more"specific"context"for"reflections"in"which"different"characters,"identities"and"geo8politics"meet"or"

collide," embrace" or" ignore" each" other." By" being" exposed" in" such" a" specific" small8scale" context" of" a" curating"

programs"participants"have"a"chance"to"modify"or"confirm"their"positions"instead"of"struggling"with"addressing"

their"ideas"towards"the"unlimited."And"even"if"participants"are"strong,"self8confident"authors,"critical"towards"a"

curating"programme,"their"participation"provides"them"with"a"context"that"gives"attention"to"their"agendas"and"

ideas.""

"

No" matter" how" a" particular" curating" programme" insists" on" individual" diversity," a" field" of" origin," field" of"

reception"or"field"of"production"always"remain"interlinked"to"the"field"of"selection,"choice"and"label.""However,"

the"main"benefit"of"both"the"educational"turn"and"the"institutional"critique"is"the"fact"that"it"shakes"up"the"field"

and"distorts"the"existing"conditions"of"the"art"world"from"an"epistemological"and"critical"standpoint.""

"

The" real" players" in" the" field"will" be" those" capable"of"understanding" complexities" and"grasping"all" over" again"

different"and"often"controversial"stimulus."They"will"also"be"aware"of"the"ethical"necessity"not"to"take"the"other"

on"the"face"value,"but"to"foster"a"constant"negotiation"that"cannot"be"taught,"but"indeed"can"be"inspired"by"a"

curating"programme"that"will"stand"for"a"global"art"world"with"more"accurate"projections"and"less"distortions"

than"the"one"we"inherited."

"

byMajaCiric"and"Isin"Onol"

"

"

Literature:"

1."Bourdieu,"Pierre,"The"Social"Conditions"of"the"International"Circulation"of"Ideas,"A"Critical"Reader,"Blackwell"Publishers,"1999."

2."Holmes,"Brian,"Liar’s"Poker8"Representation"of"Politics/Politics"of"Representation,"Springer"in"#"1/03"

3."Rogoff,"Irit,"Education"Actualized–"Editorial""

"On"location:"http://www.e8flux.com/journal/view/127"

4."Rogoff,"Irit,"Free,"e8flux"journal""

On"location:"http://www.e8flux.com/journal/view/120"

5."Sternfeld,"Nora,"Unglamorous"Tasks:"What"Can"Education"Learn"from"its"Political"Traditions?""

On"location:"http://www.e8flux.com/journal/view/125"

6."Derrida,"Jacques,"The"Science"of"Ghosts'"8"Derrida"in"'Ghost"Dance'"

On"location"http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WG_JA6SJD8k"

7."Ganahl,"Rainer,"When"Attitudes"become"8"Curating""

On"location:"http://www.ganahl.info/attitudes.html"

' '
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JUN'–'AUG,'2009'
SERIOUSLY'IRONIC:'POSITIONS'IN'TURKISH'CONTEMPORARY'ART'SCENE'

Centre"Pasquart,"Biel,"Switzerland"

Artists:'
Erdag"Aksel"|"Selda"Asal"|"Selim"Birsel"|"Nezaket"Ekici"|"Leyla"Gediz,"Sakir"Gokcebag"|"Gözde"Ilkin"|"Devrim"

Kadirbeyoglu"|"Ferhat"Özgür"|"Serkan"Ozkaya"|"Hayal"Pozanti"|"Hale"Tenger"|"Muruvvet"Turkyilmaz"|"Hande"

Varsat"

Curators:"
Dolores"Denaro"&"Isin"Önol"

"

'
Erdag'Aksel'
'

'
If"every"artist"has"an"obsession,"Erdag"Aksel’s"is"thinking."He"can"perhaps"be"better"described"more"as"a"thinker"

than"as"an"artist."Once"described"as"“critical"critic”"by"his"wife,"theoretician"Ayse"Kadioglu,"it"is"no"coincidence"

that"his"recent"works"have"been"concerned"with"an"object"like"ruler.""

"

For"many"years,"Aksel"was"very" interested" in" creating" series"of"objects" that" could"not"easily"be"described"as"

either"sculptures"or"pieces"of"an"installation."Although"the"main"effect"was"more"of"a"sculpture,"and"the"artist"

has"constantly"been"defined"as"a"sculptor,"these"objects"do"not"actually"fit"the"simple"definition"of"sculpture."

Moreover,"he"was"not"trained"as"a"sculptor"but"has"found"himself"working"obsessively"with"objects."

"

"

Aksel"started"working"with"objects"in"mid"80’s,"after"a"military"coup"in"Turkey"where"tension"existed"at"every"

aspect" of" life." As" a" consequence" of" this" his" first" series"was" titled"Objects! of! Tension." His" first" intention"was"

formal"as"had"the"interest"in"the"physical"tension"created"by"playing"with"balance,"fragility,"weight"of"objects."

But" then"his" interest" in" the" idea"of" tension"became"more"political"and"conceptual." It"was"a" time"when"many"

people"were"being"arrested"and"held"in"custody"for"political"reasons,"and"people"were"therefore"nervous"about"

receiving"unexpected"midnight"calls."Wearing"neckties"was"considered"one"of"the"signs"of"whether"one"was"for"

or" against" either" Europeanism" or" Islamism." The" flag" was" also" a" big" symbol" in" terms" of" militarism" and"

nationalism."These"kinds"of"symbol"objects"such"as"flag,"telephone,"necktie,"thus"became"a"part"of"Aksel’s"work."
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Ironically," after" thirty" years" even" in" today’s" Turkey," these" objects" may" still" be" the" cause" of" a" remarkable"

tension."

"

His"second"series"of"objects"was"called"Objects!of!Hesitation,"exhibited"in"the"early"2000s."He"collected"many"

objects"of"personal" interest"as"well"as"symbolising"violence"and"war"and"exhibited"them"in"large"picklejars"on"

stands" that" seemed" insecure"and"unbalanced." Last" year," the" last"part"of" series"was"exhibited"under" the" title"

Objects!of!Beauty."

"

The"ideas"of"the"flag"and"rulers"seemed"to"have"merged"in"recent"years"in"Aksel’s"work"and"he"started"creating"

sculptural" forms"of" flags" out" of" rulers."More" recently," the" rulers" began" constituting" an" invented" alphabet."A!

Calculated!Loss!of!Memory!III,!taking"place"in"Seriously!Ironic,!was"created"very"recently."It"is"very"different"from"

his"typical"work" in"a" formal"aspect"but"conceptually" it"may"be"considered"a"conclusion"of"what"the"artist"has"

done"so" far"with" flags."He"represents"an" invented"alphabet"by"simply"bending"and"pasting" traditional"30"cm."

wooden"rulers"used"in"the"secondary"school"system.'
'
Selda'Asal'

Selda" Asal," in" her" video" installation" series" of" Restoring! hope!

investigates" the" connection"between" the" sentiment" of" “hope”"

and"holding"on"to"one’s"own"existence."She"points"out"the"thin"

line" between"having" hope" and" the"moment" of" losing" it." Every"

single" video" of" the" series" creates" similar" questions" in" the"

viewer’s"mind:"Where"does"hope"start"and"where"does"it"end?"

What"motivates" it" to" exist" or" disappear?"What"happens"when"

one"loses"it"or"regains"it?"Ironically,"and"sadly,"the"viewer"is"left"

with" a" feeling" of" hopelessness" and" powerlessness." They" can"

only"ignore"what"seems"inevitable."

"

In"this"series"of"video"installations,"Selda"Asal"analyses"the"fact"

of" suicide" as" the" very" thin" line" between" death" and" life," and"

between"having"and"losing"hope."The"series"started"with"young"

girls" who" had" attempted" suicide," and" young" boys" with" drug"

addictions." It" continued"with" following"work," entitled"Hard! to!

Die,"which" is"about" the" tragic" stories"of" the"women"who"have"

been" forced" into" suicide" by" their" own" families" in" order" to"

preserve"their"so8called"“honour”.""During"the"creation"process"

of" the" entire" series," Asal" selected" and" visited" several"

“restoration"places”"for"hope,"such"as"hospitals,"clinics,"various"

committees"and"for"the"last"project,"women’s"shelters"in"many"

cities." She"encountered" the" tragic" stories"about" “honour8killings”"at" first"hand"and" represented" these" stories"

through"her"artistic"point"of"view."

"

Selda"Asal"realised"this"project"in"various"cities"and"countries"by"individually"interviewing"several"women"most"

of"whom"were"associated"with"women’s"shelters."The"video"piece"shown"in"Seriously!Ironic"entitled"See!Me…"

Who!Was!I!for!Real!was"shot"in"Sweden"in"2008."The"stories"are"told"by"women"who"are"often"forced"into"death"

with" the" consent" of" their" families," and" often" after" having" experienced" violence," rape" and" other" sexual"

harassments."These"women"were"actually"some"of"the"few"survivors"who"have"been"able"to"run"away"from"the"

trouble."They"were"strong"enough"to"fight"with"the"realities"of"their"lives"or"weak"enough"not"to"commit"the"sin"

of"killing"themselves,"as"indicated"by"the"religion."The"people"who"are"

telling" their" stories" are" not" clearly" exposed," or" recognisable," as" they"

are"still" living"under"threat"of"being"found"and"killed." Instead,"we"are"

shown" their" body" gestures" and" the" images" that" these" women" draw"

while"telling"us"what"has"happened"to"them."As"these"images"function"

as"illustrations"of"their"dreadful"experiences,"Selda"Asal"amplifies"them"

by"means"of"strong"sound"effects."The"pain,"fear,"panic,"suffering,"and"

other" similar" sentiments" are" represented" through" this" sound" more"

than"by"the"voices"of"the"women,"or"by"the"content"of"their"dreadful"

stories."The"tension"between"the"freedom"of"being"a"runaway"and"the"

paranoia"of"being"caught"again,"and"killed,"is"made"palpable"to"the"viewer." "
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'
Selim'Birsel'
"

Selim" Birsel’s" artistic"

production" occurs" in" his"

personal"journeys."He"is"a"

genuine" collector" of"

objects" and" very" much"

interested" in" the"

memories" of" each" object"

and"what" they" represent."

As" the" articulated"

memories" constitute"

history," one" could"

consider"what"Birsel"does"

as" ‘digging" history’." He"

describes" himself" as" a"

“flaneur”" who" regularly"

collects" certain" objects"

from"streets.""

He"accumulates" these"objects" and" through" their" quantity" and"plurality," these"objects" start" constituting" their"

own"messages." On" the" other" hand," since" all" these" objects" had" their" memories," they" are" also" abraded" and"

diminished"because"of"being"used"or"thrown."Therefore"these"objects"do"not"contain"their"stories"through"their"

plurality"but" their"abrasion."Through" their"plurality," the"objects"only" strengthen" their" stories."Considering"his"

noteworthy" seriousness" in" this" quite" awkward" practice," I" believe" he" fits" the" title" Seriously! Ironic! of" the"

exhibition"the"most."

"

Quietness"can"be"a"keyword"for"Birsel’s"work"and"behind"this"quietness"his"works"contain"personal"and"political"

values." He" has" always" produced" installations" that" communicate" deeply" with" the" space" of" production." An"

obvious"connection"runs"through"all"his"works."For"that"reason,"knowing"his"earlier"works"helps"one"to"perceive"

his"recent"works"better."In"his"last"exhibition"Backyard!in"Istanbul"in"2009"he"also"produced"a"book"to"guide"the"

viewer"with"his"earlier"works."Since"most"of"the"texts"were"written"by"him,"the"book"becomes"one"of"the"works"

in"the"exhibition."Through"this"book,"he"viewer"confronts"the"personal"history"of"the"artist"through"his"narrative"

writing"style." In"this"book"he"describes"his"way"of" looking"back"at"his"works"through"the"word"“introspective”"

and"through"that"he"summarises"his" last" ten"years"of"art"production"process."Because"there"are"many"words"

behind"his"works" to"be" read"by" the"viewer," for" the"people"who"have"been"encountering"his"works" for"many"

years,"this"book"creates"certain"relieve."

"

The"installation"Table!of!Collected!Memories!

was" produced" in" Aley," Lebanon" in" 2008." A"

group"of"artist"were"invited"to"produce"at"a"

selected" site" and" Birsel" found" himself" re8

organising" the" damaged" and" abandoned"

garden." He" wanted" to" function" as" a"

landscape"gardener"and"started"clearing"out"

the" overgrown" weeds." He" collected" every"

single"object"he"found"in"the"garden"and"in"

his"“flânerie”"(vagabondage)"trips."Although"

he"organised"very"nicely"on"the"stone"table"

of" the" garden," the" objects," which" had" the"

memory" of" war," were" very" sad" and"

meaningful."He"completed" the" installation"with" the"photographs"of" the"garden"he" took" in"Aley"and"with" the"

curtains"made"from"the"fabric"he"brought"from"Lebanon."Birsel’s"tank8shaped"stamps"create"a"certain"texture"

on"the"fabric"of"the"curtain."

" "
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Nezaket'Ekici'
'
Born" in"Turkey" in"1970,"Nezaket"Ekici"moved" to"Germany"at"an"early"age"

and"this"cross8"cultural"background"is"reflected"in"her"work."As"a"student"of"

Marina"Abramovic" for"both"her"BA"and"MFA"degree," she"demonstrates"a"

high" level" of" physical" strength" and" forces" the" limits" of" her" body" in" her"

performance."

"

Ekici"has"produced"a"large"quantity"of"performances,"each"of"them"deeply"

thought" through," well" organized" and" strongly" produced." In" many" of" the"

performances" she" questions" local" values," religions," habits." She" has"

produced" numerous" performances" where" she" is" stuck" in" certain"

circumstances" and" physically" tries" to" get" herself" out" of" the" situation." In"

most" of" her" performances," we" see" her" ironic" approach" to" the" generally"

accepted" ideas" of" beauty." She" uses" beautiful" dresses" and"make" up," and"

sometimes" decorates" the" environment" with" flowers," but" during" the"

performances"she"uses"her"entire"power,"sweating"and"screaming,"without"

caring"about"how"she"looks.""

"

Gravity" is" a" twenty8minute8long" video" performance," prepared" for" the"

exhibition"Mahrem" in" 2007" in" Istanbul." “It" shows" the" aesthetics" and" the"

dexterity"needed"to"put"on"a"veil,”"Ekici"explains."As"has"been"the"case" in"

Turkey" in" the" last" couple" of" years," the" issue" of" veil" is" being" discussed" in"

many" countries" from" different" aspects." Although" veiling" also" exists" in"

Christianity,"Judaism"and"in"many"other"religions,"nowadays"it"is"more"of"a"

symbol" of" Islam." Styles" and" notions" of" veiling" differ" in" every" Islamic"

country." In" some" Islamic" traditions," women" wear" the" burka," which" is" a"

further" step" from" veiling" using" an" enveloping" outer" garment" for" the"

purpose" of" cloaking" the" entire" body." By" continually" putting" numerous"

headscarfs"on" top"of"each"other,"Ekici’s"performance" indicates" that" there"

are" no" limits" to" the" veiling" of" oneself." She" exaggerates" the" ambition" of"

one’s"veiling"to"indicate"the"absurdity"of"doing"so."

"

LeylaGediz'
"

The" subject" matters" that" Gediz" deal" with" vary" from" extremely" personal" to" universal." She" made" numerous"

paintings" departing" from" her" personal" memories" and" subjective" perspective" that" are" not" perhaps" solely"

comprehensible"but"still"attractive."Through"her"paintings"Gediz"creates"certain"mystery"by"leaving"the"viewer"

with"the"unknown"fact"behind"the"subject."Rather"than"a"narration,"she"suggests"a"scene"taken"from"memory"

without"giving"a"clue"for"the"former"or"latter"scenes."The"grounds"behind"the"selected"scene"are"left"indefinite."

As"well"as"its"subject"matter,"the"motivation"of"the"selected"frame"is"kept"hidden.""

"

"

"
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For" Seriously! Ironic," there" are" five" paintings" shown" from" Gediz," all" oil" on" canvas." The" selection" opens" up" a"

possibility"to"see"the"fact"that"her"techniques,"touches"and"subject"matters"highly"differ"from"one"painting"to"

another."Her"representations"of"shadow"are"particularly"strong"and"create"partial"illusions"within"the"painting."

This"strength" is"clear" in"Key"and!Frontal."Her"portraits,"however,"go"beyond"realism"and"reflect"personalities,"

even"though"we"might"not"know"the"owners"of"the"faces."Nosebleed"is"one"of"these"portraits."The"event"prior"

to" the" mysterious" look" and" the" reason" behind" the" bleeding" nose" are" kept" secreted." The" sadness" of" the"

circumstances"that"the"figure" is" in"and"the"pleased" impression"on"the"figure’s" face"occur"simultaneously."The"

story"of"the"moment"is"again"left"unclear"for"the"viewer,"perhaps"not"to"solve,"but"simply"to"enjoy"the"scene."

Leaving! Nisantasi" and"Haight! Street" also" leave" the" viewer" in" a" similar" kind" of" unidentified" area," except" the"

clearness"of"the"fact"that"these"scenes"are"selected"from"the"very"personal"history"of"the"artist."

"

In"each"painting"of"Gediz,"the"attention"of"the"viewer"is"invited,"and"further,"drawn"into"the"unknown"history"of"

the"selected"moment."The"strength"in"the"realistic"representation"might"ensure"one"that"the"scene"is"depicted"

from" an" actual" event;" however," this" assurance" does" not" facilitate" an" achievable" indication" for" further"

interpretation.""

'
SakirGökcebag'
"

Coming" from" a" graphic" design" background," Gökcebag" is"

extraordinarily" precise" in" his"work," and" this" is" his" strength."Making"

examinations" of" stitching" on" photography" for" a" while," in" late"

nineties," Gökcebag" started" working" with" installations." He" selects"

some"objects"from"daily"life,"starts"creating"a"variety"of"installations"

with" those"objects"and"works"with" it"until"he"has" tried"every"single"

possibility"with" that" artwork." Out" of" these" installations," he" creates"

digital8like"images"within"the"three8dimensional"space."From"his"very"

early"works"up"to"now"one"clearly"sees"the"consistency"in"his"artistic"

path."

"

Gökcebag" keeps" his" selection" of" objects" limited." His" work" is" more"

about"the"possible"varieties"and"arrangements"that"he"creates"out"of"

these" objects." By" cutting" the" objects" in" pieces" and" bringing" these"

pieces" together" in" an" impossible" setting," he" totally" changes" the"

context"of"the"object."Through"his"obsessive"preciseness"he"creates"

optical"illusions."Cutting"out"shoes,"boots,"brooms,"brushes,"baskets,"

Gökcebag"demonstrates"his"humorous"approach,"but"his"sincerity"in"

searching"the"possibilities"results"in"a"certain"fascination."

"

Gökcebag’s"photography"projects"are"also" the"products"of"a" similar"

approach." He" cuts" fruits" and"

vegetables" in" pieces" and" organises"

them"extremely"carefully"to"create"a"

texture." Then," rather" than" directly"

exhibiting" these" objects," he"

photographs"them."As"a"result"of"his"

precision," for" the" extremely"

impossible8looking" scene," he" has" to"

add"the" information"“not"digitally"manipulated”"on"the"description"tag"of" the"

photographs."

"

Semi! Realities" is" another" series" of" installations" that" create" illusion" through"

transforming"the"three8dimensional"setting"to"a"two"dimensional"surface."Half"

of"the"object"remains"untouched"but"the"other"half"is"cut"into"little"pieces"and"

stuck"on"the"wall"completing"the"shape"of"the"object."."He"also"produced"wall"

installations" out" of"wire" and" pencil" drawing" in" this" series,"which" he" used" for"

Seriously! Ironic." This" time" the" shadow" of" the" work" becomes" the" subject" for"

creating" illusion" by" bringing" three8" dimensional" objects" and" two8dimensional"

representations" together." In" SemiNRealities" the" illusion" created" by" the"

transformation" of" graphical" approach" into" three8" dimensional" space" is"

continued."Using"wire"as"a" three8dimensional"object"with" its" reproduced"shadow"out"of"pencil,"he"mixes" the"

line8like"shape"of"the"wire"and"pencil"traces"before"the"eyes"of"the"viewer.""
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GözdeIlkin'
'
GözdeIlkin’s"main"concerns"are"human" in"society,"alienation,"sexual"and"social" identities,"power"relationships"

and" status" issues." Although" she" uses" various" techniques" and" materials," the" main" element" in" her" works" is"

stitching."Through"stitching"she"creates"detailed"figures,"amorphous"images,"abstract"compositions,"scripts"and"

many"other"forms.""

"

In"many"of"her"works,"Ilkin"combines"figures"with"either"furniture8like"objects"or"other"undefined"appearances."

She" hides" her" themes" within" the" small" scale" framework" and" simple" pretty" figures." She" uses" stitching" as" a"

method" of" drawing" in" a" detailed"mode." By" doing" this," she" actually" transfers" any" possible" pain" she" is" going"

through"with"her"themes.""

"

In"Seriously!Ironic,"a"series"of"these"stitching8drawing"pictures"are"shown."The"selection"of"the"pictures"is"most"

representative"of"her"work"on" feminine" identity" issues."The"amorphous"shapes"of" the"heads"attached" to" the"

female"bodies"are"dealing"with"the"identity"crisis"of"women"in"society"existing"through"beautiful"bodies.""

"

The" installation" piece" Get! Married,! Be! Happy! is" an" ironic" approach" to" the" traditional" system" of" marriage,"

whereby,"in"time,"the"woman"gets"emptied"out"and"the"man"gets"filled"in."It’s"a"very"simple"setting"that"analyse"

the"ways"in"which"female"identity"is"lost"in"the"patriarchal"system."

'
'

'
Devrim'Kadirbeyoglu'
"

Devrim"Kadirbeyoglu"works"using" a" variety"of" techniques" and"materials."Her" subjects" are"on" themes" around"

violence,"death"and"human"brutalities."In"explanation"of"her"pessimistic"approach,"she"declares:"“If"the"results"

are"disturbing,"it’s"because"life"itself" is," in"general,"disturbing”."As"oppose"to"this,"her"work"is"quite"joyful"and"

humorous."Growing"up"in"an"era"after"the"military"coup"in"1980"and"being"brought"up"by"a"family"that"gave"her"

a" name" that"means" “revolution”" she"maintains" her" seriousness" in" selecting" her" concepts;" however," being" a"

child"of"80’s"perhaps"keeps"the"wild"side"of"her"personality"awake"during"her"production"process."

"

Kadirbeyoglu"is"particularly"interested"in"issues"of"migration"and"Turkish"citizens"facing"many"sorts"of"problems"

from" having" to" obtain" visas" for" travelling" to" living" abroad." Her" personal" history" 8" her" experiences" in" the"US"

where"she"lived"for"eight"years"to"undertake"a"graduate"degree"8"must"have"been"decisive"in"her"choice"of"this"

subject."Her"videos"of"interviews"with"people"applying"for"visas,"and"the"installation"she"made"by"reproducing"

her"own"US"visa,"are"from"the"same"body"of"work."

"

For"Seriously! Ironic" the"artist" is"represented"with"an" installation." In!Case!of!Loss,!Please!Return!To"consists"of"

three"sculptures"that"the"artist"produced"during"her"residency"at"Platform"Garanti"Contemporary"Art"Center"in"

Istanbul."The"point"of"departure"for"this"installation"comes"from"her"amazement"by"the"number"of"gloves"that"

she" kept" seeing"on" the" streets" of"New"York"City." These" gloves" collected"by" the" artist" on" cold"days" from" the"

streets," subway" stations" and" stores" in" New" York" were" in" most" cases" hardly" used," expensive," and" usually"

elegant."
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"

The"first"piece"of"the"series,"which"is"the"“mother"figure”"of"this"family8like"setting,"is"a"jacket"sewn"from"these"

found"gloves.""The"jacket"is"presented"on"a"second"hand"sewing"mannequin"and"comes"with"simple"instructions"

on"how"to"make"your"own."Kadirbeyoglu"wanted" to" find" the"cheapest"or"even"a" free"way" to"produce"a"very"

protective"and"elegant"jacket"for"the"homeless."On"the"other"hand,"the"artist"explains"that"“…discarded"objects"

and"fleeting"experiences"have"been"picked"up,"collected,"and"remembered"to"be"reassembled"and"reused”."The"

“father"figure”"of"the"installation"is"activated"by"a"heat"thermometer,"which"stimulates"the"sculpture"when"the"

temperature" drops" below" the" designated" degree." When" it" is" cold" enough," the" sculpture" starts" rubbing" his"

hands" to" keep"warm" by" the" help" of" a"motor." The" “child”" also" rubs" his" hands," however" only"with" help" of" a"

viewer." It’s" manually" cranked" through" its" found" hand" drill" structure." Every" element" used" for" this" project" is"

recycled." "
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Ferhat'Özgür"

"

Ferhat" Özgür" is" a" photographer" and" video" artist." At" first" glance," the" black" humorous" “mises" en" scenes”" in"

suburban"areas"attract"one’s"attention."These"scenarios"are"mostly"absurd,"irrelevant,"colourless"and"probably"

not"very"attractive."However,"his"work"requires"a"deeper"look"for"the"necessary"communication"to"occur.""

"

The" artist" lives" and"works" in" Ankara," the" capital" of" Turkey," and" this" has" been" a" key" influence" on" his" work."

Ankara"is"the"symbol"of"modernization"and"republicanism"in"Turkey."Ankara"was"just"a"small"town"in"the"middle"

of"Anatolia"before"being"designated"as"the"capital"of"Turkey"in"1923,"after"which"point"it"became"the"centre"of"

Republican"architecture"and"sculpture."However," like"many"cities" in"Turkey,"the"outskirts"of"Ankara"expanded"

more"rapidly"than"the"city"centre"and"this"created"two"contrasting"structures:"the"modernised"centre"and"the"

suburban" poverty." Together" they" symbolise" the" failure" of" the"modernization" process." Ferhat"Özgür" shows" a"

great"interest"in"this"issue"of"the"conditions"and"politics"of"the"outskirts."He"is"also"one"of"the"few"contemporary"

artists"in"Turkey"who"despite"not"living"in"Istanbul"is"still"able"to"show"his"work"nationally"and"internationally.""

"

The" video"piece" exhibited" in"Seriously! Ironic,!entitled" Its! Time! to!Dance!Now,!deals"with" the" suburban" issue"

together"with" the"most"popular" issue"of"Turkey’s" recent"history:" the"veil." The" relation"of" the"veil"with" socio8

cultural,"economical,"ethical,"religious"and"political"structures"is"a"significant"theme"in"the"everyday"speeches"of"

society"from"various"aspects."Özgür"brings"up"this"humorous"approach"by"placing"a"model"dancing"to"hip"hop"

music"in"front"of"a"suburban"setting."With"simplicity,"it"summarizes"the"ridiculous"state"of"this"argument.""

"

Our! Neighbourhood! and! Shanty! Angel! are" photographs" from" 2006." In" these" photographs," which" suggest" a"

similar"setting"to"the"video"piece,"Özgür"creates"confrontations"between"people"and"the"area"in"which"they"live.""

"

Let’s!Everybody!Come!out!Today" is"a"diptych."The"action"taken"by"the"artist"in"the"preparation"process"of"this"

photograph" constitutes" a" middle" way" between" political" demonstration" and" public" art." It" is" taken" in" the"

neighbourhood"where" the" artist" grew" up" and" lived" until" his" teenage" years." The" street" is" located" between" a"

semi8open"prison"and"Great"Ankara"Hospital."He"goes"to"this"neighbourhood,"knocks"on"everbody's"door"and"

invites"them"out."He"makes"them"stand"in"a" line"that"might"not"be"possible"to"be"repeated" in"the"future"and"

finally"creates"the"photograph." "
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Serkan'Özkaya'
"

Serkan" Özkaya’s" work" varies"

widely" in" terms" of" genre" and"

form."For"that"reason,"it"is"very"

difficult" to" identify" his" work"

according"to"these"values."The"

common" ground" for" his" work"

would" be" “irony”." Each" work"

he" produces" creates" a" certain"

sensation"through"its"setting.""

"

Reproduction"has"been"one"of"

his"major" themes:"questioning"

the" meaning" of" the"

authenticity" of" an" artwork."

Özkaya" has" analysed" this"

concept" with" different"

approaches"in"his"work."One"of"

his" very" well" known" works,"

tracing"the"recent"history"of"contemporary"art,"was"the"project"where"he"reproduced"by"hand"the"entire"front"

page"of"a"widely8circulated"Turkish"newspaper,"under"the"title"Today!Could!Be!a!Day!of!Historical!Importance"in"

2003."This"was"made"on"the"opening"day"of"the"Istanbul"Biennale"in"2003."It"was"a"public"art"to"be"bought"with"

a" few" pennies." Afterwards," he" reproduced" this" project" worldwide" through" various" prestigious" newspapers,"

including"The!New!York!Times."

"

Another" of" his" sensational" works" is" the" 9" meter8long" three8dimensional" fax" reproduction" of" David" for" the"

Istanbul"Biennale"in"2005."This"gigantic"sculpture"tragically"broke"down"right"before"it"was"placed"on"its"plinth,"

before"the"biennale"opening."It"never"got"the"chance"to"be"shown."

"

The"installation"piece"taking"place"in!Seriously!Ironic,!A!Sudden!Gust!of!Wind!was"produced"in"2008"for"the"first"

time." The" only"materials" used" for" this" very" impressive" installation" are" the" A4" facsimile" papers" and" invisible"

fishing"wire."Representing"the"very"moment"of"the"effect"of"wind"in"an"empty"room"through"very"simple"and"

inexpensive"material,"the"artist"creates"certain"irony"about"the"relationship"between"the"price"of"artwork"and"

the"expense"of"producing"it."""

"

Hayal'Pozanti'
"

Hayal" Pozanti" produces" her" work" in"

various" forms."Through"a"contemporary"

graphical"perspective,"she"creates"fictive"

imagery," which" simultaneously" reflects"

on" both" the" vicious" and" attractive"

aspects" of" human"beings."Her" paintings"

are" dark" and" scary" on" one" hand,"

aesthetically"pleasing"and"fascinating"on"

the" other." Through" analysing" the" limits"

of" human" brutality" in" her" work," she"

twists"the"context"of"generally"accepted"

norms"of"beauty.""

"

Pozanti"demonstrates"a"great"interest"in"

the" darker" and" threatening" sides" of"

humanity" and" chooses" subjects" such" as"

violence," serial" murder," and" war"

atrocities." However," although" many"

clues"are"given"in"her"work"around"these"themes,"she"always"leaves"an"unknown"part"for"the"viewer"by"keeping"

most"of"the"story"secret"for"herself.""
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Not" dissimilar" to" her" various" series" of"

paintings," in" Kingdom! Pozanti" creates"

her"own"fable"with"fictive"characters."In"

doing"that,"she"invites"the"viewer"into"a"

very"serious,"and"sometimes"disturbing,"

game."The"sweet," joyful" characters" in"a"

deeper" look" represent" her" criticism" of"

the" existing" values" of" the" patriarchal"

systems" through" a" very" cruel" and" dark"

mental" position." Pozanti" neither" clearly"

elucidates" for" the" viewer," who" has"

whichrole" in" this" fictive" society," nor"

gives"clues"for"it,"but"simply"opens"up"a"

space" for" the" viewer" to" encounter" the"

darker"side"of"her"mind.""

"

Hale'Tenger'
"

Hale"Tenger’s"main" interest" is" the"history"of" the"humanity."She"explains"very"clearly"her"point"of"view" in" the"

interview"with"art"historian"Ahu"Antmen"in"her"recently"published"book"entitled"Stranger!Within:!

!

“The" way" humanity" keeps" boasting" about" its" own" achievements" has" always" seemed" pathetic" to" me." Not"

because" I’m"against" ‘progress’,"but"because" I" find" this" constant"attempt" to" claim"a" share" from" it" absurd"and"

humanity’s" self8conceit" seems"pretty"bizarre" to"me." In"addition" to"all" that"has"been"achieved" in" the"name"of"

‘progress’," there" is" also" what" remains" unachieved." Neither" the" failures" nor" the" great" costs" of" these"

‘accomplishments’" to" humanity" are" taken" into" account" and" I" find" this" unbearable." It" is" not" clear" where"

humankind"is"heading"and"its"current"state"is"not"looking"good"at"all.”"

"

Tenger"produces"her"work"in"a"wide"variety"of"media,"but"one"clearly"sees"that"her"main"intention"is"creating"an"

atmosphere"rather"than"simply"showing"a"work"of"art."Her"work"invites"the"viewer"into"her"political,"artistic"and"

personal"territory.""

"

The"video"Beirut,"shown"in"Seriously!Ironic,"was"shot"shortly"after"the"assassination"of"Rafiq"Hariri" in"Beirut"in"

2005"and" it"was"completed"with"the" inclusion"of"the"bombing"sounds"of"the" Israeli"attack" in"2007."The"video"

consists"of" the" façade"of" the"once8glamorous"hotel"St."George"waiting" for" renovation,"with"white"curtain8like"

fabrics"as"if"floating,"smoothly"with"the"gentle"breeze"coming"from"the"sea"in"the"daytime,"and"at"night,"being"

battered"by"a"much"dramatic" inland"breeze."The" fully"white" fabrics" in" this"abandoned"building"may"be"easily"

associated"with"the"peace"flag"in"the"viewer’s"mind."While"the"video"was"shot,"the"crater"formed"by"the"Hariri"

bombing"was"still" there," right"next"to"the"St."George"Hotel."The"white" fabrics"were"supposedly"hung"on"each"

gateway"of"building’s"balconies"as"a"protest"against"the"delay"of"renovation"permission"as"the"artist"heard"at"

that"time."This"protest"created"an"astonishing,"and"perhaps"unexpected,"visual"effect"with"the"help"of"the"wind"

and"led"the"artist"to"secretly"film"it"from"her"hotel"room"since"taking"photographs"or"making"video"recordings"

was"not"permitted"in"this"area"which"was"under"U.N."military"protection."

"

The"tension"between"the"smoothness"of"the"daytime"and"the"horror"of"the"night"was"emphasised"by"the"music"

composed"by"Serdar"Ateser"and"successive"audio"of"bombings."

"
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Mürüvvet'Türkyilmaz'
"

"

Mürüvvet"Türkyilmaz"produces"very"delicate"work"that"is"both"conceptually"and"manually"embroidered."From"

her"very"early"period"till"now,"her"work"demonstrates"an"admirable"consistency.""

The"chosen"images,"objects"and"techniques"run"around"in"a"circle"in"her"work"and"come"back"in"a"fresh"context."

In"the"same"way,"her"artworks"proudly"exhibit"the"evident"long8term"thinking"and"production"process."

"

The"work"of"Türkyilmaz"is"very"much"concerned"with"geography"and"cartography"in"broad"spectrum."She"deals"

with"borders"and"boundaries"from"various"aspects,"and"describes"her"work"as"“a"journey"on"the"physical"as"well"

as" the"political"map”." Through" this" journey," Türkyilmaz"applies" various" techniques"and"methods."Drawing"by"

means" of" scripts" is" one" of" her" much" personalised" techniques" where" she" deals" with" her" selected" concepts"

simultaneously"reflecting"her"personal"presence."

"

Geography!of!Fear"is"an"example"where"the"artist"uses"script"drawings"to"create"a"map"dealing"with"the"fear"of"

terrorism," natural" disasters," impact" of" technology," paranoia," etc." Fear! of! Thought," on" the" other" hand," is" an"

installation" that" rather" suggests" a" brain"map" that" consists" of" night" lamps" with" portraits" of" people" who" are"

accused,"killed"or"arrested"for"their"thoughts."

"

Overjoyed!Ones" consists"of" six"drawings"of" towers," these"are:"Babil! Tower,"

Petrol! Tower," Transmission! Tower," Russian! Tower,"Minaret," Radio! Tower."

While" indicating" the" horizon" at" the" bottom" of" the" drawings," Türkyilmaz"

highlights"the"ordinary"and"legendary"ascending"images"of"our"lives."For"this"

series"of"drawings,"Türkyilmaz"used"the"graphite"technique"as"she"also"did"in"

most" of" her" earlier" works."With" this" technique," she" twists" the" concept" of"

drawing," by" simply" leaving" the" borders" blank" but" filling" the" inside" and"

outside" of" the" images." Being" interested" in" subjects" such" as" geography,"

borders," maps," mapping," fragmentation," loneliness" and" their" relation" to"

time" and" space," Türkyilmaz" questions" the" dilemma" caused" by" the" vertical"

structural" elements" forcing" the" boundaries" of" our" horizon." By" studying" on"

these" vertical" images," on" one" hand" Türkyilmaz" analyses" the" role" of" these"

architectural" structures" in"our"physical" and"political" life," and"on" the"other,"

looks"for"her"own"place"among"their"unavoidable"presence."" "
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Hande'Varsat'
"

Hande" Varsat" departs" from" her"

personal" history," family" traditions"

and"socio8cultural"experience"in"her"

work." As" a" central" Anatolian" girl"

raised" in" a" traditional" setting" yet"

educated" in" modern" American"

schools," she" always" experienced"

the" dualities" and" contradictions" in"

many" aspects" of" life." Awakening"

her" femininity" was" perhaps" the"

strongest"confrontation"of"them"all."

She" faced" and" shared" the" internal"

conflicts"of"the"women"surrounding"

her,"who"are"under"pressure"about"

honour," virginity," virtue," marriage"

and" many" other" issues" that"

generate" the" local" feminine"

identity.""

"

It"is"possible"to"feel"expressions"of"displeasure"and"revulsion"at"the"same"time"as"acceptance"and"forgiveness"all"

in" the" same" work." She" declares:" “The" expression" mechanism" in" my" works" is" based" on" staying" away" from"

scatological"politics"of"feminism"and"keeping"a"poetic"rhythm"that"forms"its"beat"by"hygienic"symbols"that"refer"

to"Turkish"traditions"and"ethics.”"

"

Three"of"the"works"taking"place" in"Seriously! Ironic!represent"the"cultural" fact"of" ‘trousseau’,"which" is"a"heavy"

duty"for"the"young"women"to"prepare"prior"to"marriage." It" is"a"heavy"duty" in"various"aspects."First"of"all," the"

artist"makes"the"point"about"a"culture"where" flirting," loving"and"touching"are" intolerable"before"marriage,"or"

even"after."The"two"sexes"are"separated"in"society"and"often"brought"together"in"arranged"marriage,"where"the"

young"women"are"mostly"selected"by"the"men’s"families,"requested"from"their"parents"and"taken"against"their"

own"will.""

"

Interval! Table! is" a" hand8shaped" plexiglas" punctuated" with" twenty" seven"

thousand"holes." The" tablecloth" is" one"of" the"most" important" elements" of"

the"bride’s"trousseau,"which"was"originally"produced"by"embroidery."More"

than" its" use" 8" especially" in"modern" times,"where" the" fashion"has" changed"

and"factory8produced"tablecloths"are"more"in"use"8"it"is"more"of"a"symbol"of"

the" preparation" for"marriage." The" depiction" of" the" spider" web" on" top" of"

Interval!Table"seems"to"represent"the"women"trapped"by"traditions."

"

The!Threshold!Inside!goes"a"step"further"and"questions"the"internal"conflict"

of" the" young"woman" getting"married." Through" these" dual" images," Varsat"

connects" the" manual" and" mental" labour" of" the" preparation" for" marriage"

with"protecting" chastity" and," so" to" say," the"honour"of" family." The"hole"of"

the" perforated" objects" represents" the" hymen" and" all" the" information"

hidden"behind"it."

"

Steal! the!Handkerchief" refers" to"a"game"where"girls"compete" to"catch" the"

handkerchief"so"their"wish"for"marriage"will"come"true."Varsat"twists"the"context"of"the"game"here,"showing"the"

girls"that"the"dream"they"have"is"actually"going"to"be"a"hook"to"trap"them"within"the"traditions."

' '
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'
MAY'–'JUNE'2009'
GETTING'EVEN'

Sabanci"University"Kasa"Gallery,"Istanbul,"Turkey"

Artists:'
Assaf"Gruber"|"Lia"Lapithi"|"Devrim"Kadirbeyoglu"

Curator:"Isin"Önol"
"

"

[Pardon’s]!‘project'!is!not!to!wipe!away!memory.!It!is!not!forgetting.!On!the!contrary,!its!project,!which!is!to!

overlook…!the!debt,!is!incompatible!with!that!of!overlooking!what!is!forgotten.!Pardon!is!a!kind!of!healing!of!

memory,!the!end!of!mourning.!Delivered!from!the!weight!of!debt,!memory!is!freed!for!great!projects.!Pardon!

gives!memory!a!future.!

Paul!Ricoeur!

!

Once"starting"to"exhibit"abroad"artists"find"themselves"representing"their"country."From"that"moment"on,"they"

become" the" spokespersons" of" the" political" structure," official" discourse," history" and" anything" taking" place" in"

their"country."Artists’"names"are"written"underneath"the"name"of"their"country."During"the"opening"talks"they"

become" subject" to" questions" regarding" the" politics" of" that" particular" country." " This" is" a" “responsibility”" far"

beyond"being"sensible"about"the"way"things"are."Whereas"the"artist,"due"to"their"social"position,"is"the"one"who"

criticizes"the"dominant"politics" in"their"homeland"first."Not"represents"but"attacks;"not"only"the"state"politics,"

but"also"all"of"the"widely"accepted"systems."In"this"sense,"as"opposed"to"coming"together"in"a"nationality"joke,"

an"Israeli,"a"Turkish"and"a"Cypriot"artist"do"not"bring"together"these"three"nationalities"or"the"political"positions"

of"their" individual"states."The"association"here"perhaps"should"be"read"as"coming"together"of" individual," local"

stories."

"

Assaf" Gruber" (Jerusalem," 1980)"

seems"to"present"his"works"behind"

a"constructed"curtain"of"ambiguity."

The" viewer" senses" the" flow" of" a"

story" however" the" stories" being"

told" are" not" definable" from" the"

beginning" to" the" end." " His" works"

which" look" deceptively" calm" and"

quite,"hold"suggestions"of"violence"

and" a" consequent" tension." One" of"

Gruber’s" works" exhibited" here,"

Kikar! Atarim," creates" a" sense" of"

uncertainty" in" terms" of" time" and"

space;" the" image" which" gets" its"

name" from" a" district" in" Tel" Aviv,"

reminds" one" of" a" site" of" an"

explosion"or" a" clash." " Kikar"Atarim"

is" an" artificial" area" developed" by"

the"sea"as"a" leisure"site"mostly" for"

foreign" tourists"but"never"attained"

popularity"and"is"not"very"populated"apart"from"the"outcasts"visiting"the"site"at"night."The"site,"which"could"be"

described" as" a" failed," or" bad" municipality" project," ended" up" in" the" state" shown" by" the" non8manipulated"

photograph."However,"the"photograph"from"Israel,"dated"2007"readily"reminds"the"viewer"of"a"terrorist"attack"

or"war.""

"

Manu!and!Dougie" is"a"video"bearing"stylistic"and"technical"similarities"with"cinema,"in"which"two"ten"year"old"

boys"spend"time"at"the"outskirts"of"the"city.""Including"the"names"of"the"children,"the"video"is"a"fictional"work"

and" the" seriousness" in" acting" is" quite" admirable." Once" again" time," location" and" the" narrative" are" left"

ambiguous." The" viewer" witnesses" the" potential" of" violence" and" capability" of" destruction" of" these" two" boys"

while"they"are"playing"with"the"bottles"collected"from"the"desolate"site."

"

Match!Point" is"a"4min.video"showing"a"game"in"a"tennis"court" in"which"one"of"the"parties"agitates"the"other."

The"machine" throws" snooker" balls" instead" of" lighter" and" bouncier" tennis" balls." The" balls" accumulate" at" one"

corner"of"the"court"and" in"time"start"hitting"each"other"as" if"on"a"snooker"table"and"roll"around." In"the"court"

there" is" a" party" one" might" consider," being" constantly" invited" to" the" play" or" a" site" being" under" incessant"
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bombardment."This"construction"on"one"hand"may"seem"quite"absurd"or"pointless,"is"also"very"moving"with"its"

suggestions"of"political"and"physical"violence."

"

Videos"and"photographs"by"Lia"Lapithi"(Nicosia,"1963)"emphasize"a"more"subjective"approach"as"they"support"

the"political"stance"of"the"artist"by"slogans.""She"characterizes"the"series"Do!You!Believe!in!Water?as"a"regional"

preoccupation"which" bears" the" burden"of" social," political," economic" and" ecologic" issues." " Both" of" the"works"

exhibited" here" are" part" of" this" series." Videos" are" shot" with" a" visual" concern," which" could" be" seen" in" food"

photography"or"cooking"programs"on"TV."

"

"

The"video"from"2006"titled"Recipe!for!Marinated!Crushed!Olives,"tells"the"whole"process"of"producing"crushed"

olives,"while"a"Greek"newspaper"that" is"used"for"covering"the"area"of"preparation"catches"the"attention." "The"

newspaper" is" not"worn" out" perhaps," even" not" read," forms" the" backdrop" of" the" image" shot" from" above." As"

mentioned" by" the" artist," this" process" of" preparing" olives" comes" down" from" Byzantine" era." Lapithi" ends" her"

recipe"with"the"words"she"defines"as"an"ironical"paradox;"‘Cyprus"split"in"1974,"salt"has"removed"bitterness,"has"

been"marinated"since’."However"the"real"catchword"is"the"undivided"Cyprus"on"the"flag"she"uses"to"cover"the"

olive"container."""

"

Olives!in!Syrup"from"2007"is"an"olive"desert"recipe"but"it"starts"with"a"quotation:"‘On"the"peak"of"an"occupied"

mountain"the"“visitor”"comes"across"sweet"olives."As"soon"as"the"olives"melt"in"this"mouth,"something"happens"

inside"him"that"changes"his"life."It"is"called"“the"taste"of"sweet"olives;"he"becomes"softer,"negotiable,"hopeful’."

The"song"by"Abba"from"1973"‘Disillusion’"seems"to"deny"the"story"as"in"the"following"year"the"country"is"to"be"

disunited."With"the"words"embedded"into"the"recipe"‘Note"that:"Declared"objectives"are"often"different"from"

real" intentions"which" remain" shrouded" in" sugar8coated"declarations”" Lapithi" conveys"her" tag" line"before" she"

wraps"the"jar"with"an"embroidered"cover."

"

Lapithi’s"political"approach"could"be"defined"as"a"position"against"fuelled"nationalism"and"militarism.""Cyprus"is"

the"most"militarised"area"in"the"world"with"19"soldiers"per"square"kilometre"and"is"the"third"most"widely"armed"

country"with"89,100"guns"per"one"million"people." It" hosts"many"armies" from"Greek"Cypriot," Turkish"Cypriot,"

Turkish," Greek," UN" and" British" forces." It" is" the" only" country" in" the"world"with" a" divided" capital" city." Lapithi"

produces" installations," videos"and"photographs"dealing"with" these" issues"and"also" concerning"environmental"

problems."Although"her" starting"point" is"on" local" issues,"her"position" is" against"nationalism"and"militarism" in"

general."

DevrimKadirbeyoğlu"(Istanbul,"1978)" is"an"artist"whose"work"varies"widely" in"terms"of"genre"and"form."She" is"

particularly"interested"in"issues"of"migration"and"people"from"Turkish"citizens"facing"many"sorts"of"problems"for"

having"to"obtain"visas"for"travelling"or"living"abroad."Her"personal"history,"her"experiences"in"the"US"where"she"

lived"for"eight"years"after"going"there"to"undertake"a"graduate"degree"must"have"been"decisive"in"her"choice"of"
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this" subject." Her" videos" of" interviews" with" people" applying" for" visas" and" the" installation" she" produced" by"

reproducing"her"own"US"visa"are"from"the"same"body"of"work."

"

EU!is"a"work"from"2008"which"takes"a"different"direction"following"this"series."A"group"of"people"who"in"other"

circumstances" perhaps" would" never" come" together;" intellectuals," fundamentalists," transvestites," who" are"

convicted"or"on"trial"or"banned"are"all"put"into"a"luggage"and"intended"to"be"sent"to"European"union."They"are"

all"sent"off"at"the"same"class,"no"discrimination"is"done."Rather"than"what"they"defend,"the"reason"why"they"are"

put" together" is" that" their" very" rights" to" defend" their" opinions" are" intervened" or" attacked." " In" the" sound"

installation" produced" for" this" show," one" hears" the" announcements" as" if" at" an" airport," broadcasting" the"

‘infamous’"acts"and"positions"of" these"people"which"might" cause" them" to" leave" the" country." " It" seems"quite"

difficult"to"guess"after"these"announcements"who"would"or"should"feel"ashamed;"those"people"whose"names"

are"mentioned"or"the"ones"who"hear"them"or"the"ones"who"bring"about"these"measures."

"

Getting! Even," in" fact" takes" its" name" from" an" installation" by" Assaf" Gruber" which" is" not" showcased" in" this"

exhibition." In" this"work," tens"of"bowling"balls" are" cut"and" scattered"around,"unable" to" roll," pending" in"a"dull"

standstill."I"suggest"that"a"similar"kind"of"ironic"tension"to"that"radiating"from"those"balls"split"in"half,"reside"in"

all"of"the"works"exhibited"here."Three"artists,"who"all"have"different"artistic"attitudes," investigate"the"political"

conditions"of"their"own"geographies"with"such"stress"and"intensity.""

"

Perhaps"if"one"agrees"that"all"political"struggles"and"deadlocks"have"something"to"do"with"a"lost"or"unachieved"

sense"of"justice"and"eventually"justice"is"the"precondition"of"peace,"beyond"particularities"of"each"case"at"hand,"

this" title"might" suggest" a" common" concern." However," if" justice" is" understood" and" aimed" at" getting" even" or"

revenge" then" it" would" result" in" nothing" but" multiplied" violence." Forgiveness," instead" of" retribution," is" the"

hardest"way"out"that"is"perhaps"even"utopian"yet"hopeful."

"

" "
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ASSAF GRUBER 

PRIVACY 
 
LA GIARINA ARTE CONTEMPORANEA, Verona 
06.12.2008 / 14.02.2009 
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'
DECEMBER'2008'–'FEBRUARY'2009'

PRIVACY"
La"Giarina"Arte"Contemporanea,"Verona,"Italy"(catalogue"available)"

Artist:"
Assaf"Gruber"

Curators:"
Elena"Forin"&"Isin"Önol"

'
"

‘An"artwork"prolongs,"and"goes"beyond,"common"perception."What"common"perception"trivializes"and"misses"

an"artwork"apprehends"in"its"irreducible"essence.’""

"

‘Reality!would!not!be!only!what!it!is,!what!it!is!disclosed!to!be!in!truth,!but!would!be!also!its!double,!its!shadow,!

its!image.’!

E.!Lévinas!

'
Entering'an'artist’s'privacy'
'

'
"

Is" it"ever"possible"to"apprehend"an"artist’s"private"by"simply"getting"to"know"their"work?"When"ElkeKrystufek"

masturbates"in"public"in"her"piece,""Satisfaction""(Kunsthalle"Vienna,"1994)"or"shaves"her"pubic"hair,"does"she"

simply"reveal"or"exhibit"her"private"self?" "Krystufek’s"video"piece"“Share"the"Night”"(1997)"where"she"has"sex"

with" her" boyfriend" is" another" extreme" example." Or" how" about" Tracey" Emin’s" installation" “My" Bed”" (1998)"

where" she"exhibits"her"bed,"her" “most"personal" space”," complete"with" the" remnants"of" the"previous"night's"

activities."the"viewer"of"these"pieces"actually"encounter"the"private"being"of"these"artists?"Is"it"possible"to"share"

the"privacy"of"an"artist"through"an"artwork?""

"

The" concept" of" “privacy”" needs" to" be" examined" through" an" intercultural" perspective." Clearly," the" idea" of"

privacy"differs"according"to"various"social"and"cultural"parameters."Monotheistic"culture,"for"example,"has"had"

a"strong"impact"in"determining"the"religious"aspects"of"privacy."Therefore"there"can"be"no"catch8all"definition"of"

privacy."It"is"more"rewarding"to"explore"the"boundaries"of"privacy"in"an"artist's"work"in"relation"to"that"artist’s"

context"and"personal"history." "What"does"the"artist" intend"to"show,"what" is"to"be"kept"secret?" "Similarly,"the"

way"these"elements"are"perceived"will"also"be"influenced"by"the"personal"history"of"the"viewer."The"definition"

of"privacy"in"an"artwork"can"therefore"never"be"absolute."

"
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“Privacy”" for" artists," does" not" simply" point" to" their" private" life" but" suggests" something" hidden," secret" or"

unstated" perhaps." " Subtlety," lack" of" definition," quiet," darkness," complexity," ambiguity" are" characteristics" of"

these"works"that"in"turn"imply"“privacy”,"as"if"something"were"hidden"from"the"eye"of"the"viewer."In"contrast"

characteristics"of"clarity,"lucidity,"simplicity"seem"to"imply"an"openness"in"which"there"is"no"need"for"conspiracy"

or"subterfuge.""

"

Assaf"Gruber’s"works"contain"a"valuable"sense"of"humour"which"is"also"a"source"of"provocation"for"the"viewer.""

Cryptic"titles"and"the"curious"way,"in"which"the"artist"observes,"uses"and"translates"his"material,"imbue"the"work"

with" ambiguity," contradiction" and" conflict" often" leaving" the" viewer" feeling" ambivalent." The" selection" for" the"

show" “Privacy”" suggests" a" carefully"wrought" privacy;" rather" than" the"manifestation" of" something" private." In"

each"medium,"with"each"object,"Gruber"ensures"that"ambiguity"is"retained."By"deliberately"hiding"the"narrative"

that"underpins"the"work"while"leaving"clues"of"a"possible"narration,"by"using"conceptual"and"material"layering,"

he"creates"a"perception"for"the"viewer"which"is"“doubled"by"its"own"shadow”."

"

Paradoxically," the"more" one" attempts" to" exhibit" privacy," the"more" the" privacy" is" lost;" a" process" resembling"

casting" light" on" to" a" shadow" in"order" to" show" it" better." That"which" is" private"needs" “darkness”" to" retain" its"

essence.""Privacy"by"definition"must"remain"private."This"might"show"the"impossibility"of"exhibiting"privacy"but"

rather"the"value"of"its"discussion"in"an"art"work."A"comparison"of"Krystufek’s"explicit"performance"masturbating"

in" a" bath" tub" with" the" “Homealone”" piece," for" example," implies" privacy" in" a" less" distorted" way," by" simply"

preserving"the"privacy."

"

“Homealone”" is" an" installation" first"produced" in"2006."About"30"kg"of" rice"placed"on" the"ground" seeming" to"

have" just" been" discharged" out" of" a" maracas" hung" from" the" ceiling." The" spectator" encounters" the" moment"

following" the" “event”." A" discharge" has" happened," and" only" the" result" or" the" evidence" remains," presumably"

intended"to"be" reminiscent"of"male"ejaculation"after"masturbation." "The" title"of" the"work" (and"of"course" the"

shape"of"maracas)"further"contributes"to"this"narration."'
'
An" ambiguity" of" location," space," geography" and" time" is" a" shared" feature" of" Assaf" Gruber's" works." " This"

ambiguity" is" reinforced" in" the"questionable"significance"of" situations," in" suggested"violence,"hidden"narrative"

and"humour"to"be"found" in"each"work"of"the"artist."Apparent"simplicity"belies"sophistication"and"a"perpetual"

ambivalence." “Kikar"Atarim”" is"a"very"good"example"of" this." It" takes" the" form"of"a" lambda"print"photograph,"

titled" after" a" place" in" the" centre" of" Tel" Aviv." In" translation" the" title," “Kikar" Atarim”" meaning" “site8square”"

denotes"no"specific"significance."But"seeing"this"photograph"of"a"demolished"road,"and"knowing"that"the"space"

is"located"in"Israel;"immediately"relates"this"work"to"war"or"terrorism.""But"Gruber"appears"deliberately"to"keep"

this"moment"of"photography"undefined."Once"again,"the"viewer"feels,"like"in"“Homealone”,"that"a"major"event"

has" taken" place" here:" that" this" is" its" aftermath." " There" may" be" no" actual" danger" but" it" is" implied." After"

interviewing" the"artist," I" found"out" that" the" space"photographed"has"nothing" to"do"with"a"deliberate"attack."

Rather"it"is"an"artificial,"rather"decorative"but"useless,"area"between"the"sea"and"the"city;"a"space"hardly"visited"

by"anyone."One"of"the"previous"mayors"had"it"built,"and"every"mayor"since"has"had"to"have"it"restored"due"to"

regular"deterioration"from"poor"use."The"building"next"to"the"road"was"supposed"to"be"a"lively"shopping"mall,"

but" it" is" now" abandoned." Only" vagrants" come" to" the" area." The" green" light" and" the" clearness" of" the" image"

suggest"that"it"may"have"been"manipulated"but"in"fact"this"is"not"the"case.""

"

The" two"videos" in" the"exhibition"also" reveal" the"artist's" characteristic"approach"and"modus"operandi." 'Match"

point,"the"first"video"ever"made"by"the"artist,"is"one"of"them."With"a"very"carefully"thought"out"and"organized"

plot,"a"ridiculous"game"takes"on"political"connotations."It"is"a"video"of"about"four"minutes."Brilliant"red"billiard"

balls"are"being"thrown"onto"a"tennis"court"with"a"ball"machine,"commonly"seen"in"professional"tournaments."

The"balls"always"travel"in"the"same"direction.""When"enough"balls"are"gathered"on"the"ground,"they"start"hitting"

each"other"just"as"they"would"in"a"game"of"billiards."While"one"side"of"the"court"gets"filled"with"balls,"the"other"

side"remains"empty"and"quiet."It"seems"as"if"one"side"is"attacking"the"other,"or"perhaps"challenging"the"other"to"

a"game."

"

The"other"video,"titled"“Manu"and"Dougie”"shows"an"two"boys"aged"nine"or"ten,"who"spend"an"afternoon"in"a"

more"or"less"empty"suburban"environment."The"nicknames,"“Manu”"and"“Dougie”"are"given"to"the"boys"by"the"

artist..However"the"viewer"doesn’t"know"which"actor"plays"Manu,"which"actor"plays"Dougie."Here"the"viewer"

can" only" guess"which" name"would" fit"which" boy," or"which" name" the" artist"might" choose" for" each" boy." This"

remains"private.'Nor"does" the"viewer" receive"any" information"about" the,"vacant" field," shown" in" the"video"or"

what"it"may"represent."She"does"not"know"why"these"two"boys"have"come"all"this"way"on"their"own;"she"can"

only" guess" why" the" streets" are" empty," or" what" time" of" year," or" of" the" day" it" is" (in" the" beginning" of" this"

paragraph,"the"writer" informed"us"that" it"was"afternoon)."Rather"she"encounters"the"boredom,"creativity"and"

violence"of"the"boys."She"sees"how"they"collect"the"empty"bottles"from"a"rubbish"dump,"and" in"the"end"how"
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they"smash"them"in"rage,"in"what"appears"to"be"an"act"of"vandalism."The"video"has"been"shot"in"a"documentary"

style," but" sudden" pauses," effects" and" the" music" at" times" give" it" the" appearance" and" feel" of" nostalgic" and"

mysterious"movie"cameos."The"outstanding"performance"by"the"two"boys"serves"to"give"the"view"the"feeling"of"

penetrating" the" privacy" of" their" actions." The" absurdity" of" the" story" merges" with" well8arranged" effects" in" a"

carefully"constructed"subtlety."In"an"interview"with"the"artist,"I"learnt"that"the"field"shown"in"the"video"is"a"new"

construction"site" in"the"North"of"Tel"Aviv."At"night," it"becomes"the"busiest"prostitution"district."So"the"bottles"

that"the"kids"collect,"the"condoms,"and"other"rubbish"that"is"seen"in"the"video"are"the"actual"leftovers"from"the"

nightlife"of"that"space.""

"

The" installation,"“Getting"Even”" is"one"of"the"most"provocative"pieces" in"the"exhibition."There"are"about"fifty"

bowling"balls" lying"on" the" floor,"unable" to"move"because" they"have"been"cut." Their"possibility"of"movement"

along"with"the"viewer’s"potential"involvement"in,"or"enjoyment"of,"a"ball"game"has"been"prevented"by"this"act."

Looking"at" the" installation"of" the"half"balls," encountering" their"disability"brings"us" face" to" face"with"our"own"

disability;"a"sad"moment."Having"played"his"game"and"satisfied"his"curiosity"about"what" is" inside" the"ball" the"

artist"exhibits"the"leftovers"of"his"absurd"and"no"longer"private"game."

"

“Orly!04:11”!is!a!sculpture!of!the!specific!moment!of!arrival!of!the!artist’s!luggage!at!Orly!Airport.!!It!is!a!very!

rigid,!heavy!sculpture!coloured!and!finely!finished!on!one!side,!and!rusty!on!the!other.!As!a!representation!of!a!

frozen!moment,!it!once!again!contains!a!secret!narrative.!Grubber!evokes!the!moment!of!waiting!and!grabbing!

ones!bag!off!the!baggage!carousel!at!an!airport!as!a!definitive!moment!of!privacy."

"

In" this"exhibition,"Gruber"makes"a"statement"about"his"perspective"of"privacy." In"choosing"this" title,"he" leads"

viewers" into" a" game" of" creating" narrative" possibilities" for" themselves." Through" repeated" manifestations" of"

ambivalence,"Gruber" charts" the"uncertain"borders"between"private"and"public," shadow"and" light," actual" and"

art,"intimacy"and"dullness,"clarity"and"opacity,"enjoyment"and"monotony."His"works"are"neither"here"nor"there:"

they"are"forever"poised"in"between."" "
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'

OCT'–'NOV,'2008'
ACCUMULATED:'PUT'ASIDE,'LEFT'ASIDE'

5533,"Istanbul,"Turkey"

Artists:"
Selda"Asal"|"Selim"Birsel"|"Orhan"Esen"|"Gozde"Ilkin"|"Borga"Kanturk"|"Yasemin"Ozcan"|"Serkan"Ozkaya"|"Hale"

Tenger"

Curators:"
Asli"Cetinkaya"&"Isin"Önol"

'
"

"

The" term" ‘accumulate’," which" defines" a"

mechanical" act," bears" the" meanings" of"

increasing," gathering," building" up" within" a"

period" of" time." Perhaps" its" first" direct"

association" is" its" significance" in" each" phase" of"

mechanics" of" capitalism;" accumulation" of"

capital," accumulation" of" raw" materials,"

accumulation" of" goods" as" they" are" displayed,"

accumulation"of" goods"by" the" consumers," and"

finally" accumulation"of"waste" in" the" streets"or"

landfills." İMÇ" (Istanbul"Dry"Goods" and" Textiles"

Merchants" Bazaar)" where" 5533" is" located" is" a"

space" for" trade" that" emerged" in" 1954" by"

mobilization" of" accumulated" capital" through"

‘Limited" Building" Cooperative" of" Istanbul" Dry"

Goods" and" Textile" Merchants" Market’," which"

attained"a" considerable" financial"power."The"main"purpose"was" to" form"a"new"market"and" to"have"a"bazaar"

built"where"the"wholesalers"could"conglomerate."Although"for"many"years"with"its"1117"stores"and"connected"

storage" rooms" this" place" served" as" an" important" centre" of" textile" stock," it" could" never" fully" satisfy" traders’"

expectations."However," through" this" building" complex" the" city" came" to" experience"one"of" the" first" assertive"

modern"architectural"projects."This" layered"and"clustered"structure"has"gone"through"many"architectural"and"

social" transformations" for" its" lifetime," independent" from" its" founding" project," and" lately" is" busy" testing" its"

resilience"against"the"pressure"of"a"significant"accumulation"in"real"estate"market.""

"

For"the"exhibition"at"5533,"a"store8turned8art"space"where" in"a"divided"part"old"sewing"machines"still" remain"

stacked," artists" who" collect" within" (or" without)" their" art" practices" are" invited" to" present" things," which" they"

collect"or"unable"to"discard,"things"which"possibly"could"or"could"not"transform"into"a"work."Although"it"moves"

into"a"different"context"as"it"is"put"on"display,"before"or"during"the"production"process"where,"how"and"for"how"

long" does" the" collected" object," or" recorded" image" wait?" How" to" define" the" object," which" already" lost" its"

original,"function"but"is"not"re8contextualized"yet?"Do"the"things"accumulated"or"things,"which"are"kept"aside,"

transform"into"work?"What"is"it"they"wait"for?"Or"could"they"be"considered"as"works"at"present?"With"keeping"

similar"questions" in"mind,"this"exhibition" is" interested" in"the"state"of"objects"or" images,"which"are"put"or" left"

aside"as"the"artist"continues"his/her"production."

"

Interest" in" the" object" and" later" in" the" objects" collected" is" a" traceable" disposition" in" the" 20th" century" art"

production"and"has"brought"about"various"accumulations," collections"and"artist"museums"as"works"of"art"on"

their" own." From" institutional" critique" to" fictions" produced" in" evidence"of" objects," there" are"many" instances,"

which"put"forward"the"acts"of"collecting."Two"of"such"projects"–"perhaps"the"first"one"should"be"called"a"gesture"

and"the"second"one"a"project"–" in"which"Andy"Warhol"was" involved" in,"might"be"suggested"to"have"parallels"

with"axes"which"delineate"the"approach"and"content"of"this"exhibition."

"

In"1969,"when"Warhol"was"invited"to"curate"the"exhibition"Raid!the!Ice!Box!1"at"Rhode"Island"School"of"Design"

Museum," instead"of" selecting"works"one"by"one" from" the" stored"collection"of" the"museum,"he" suggested" to"

display" everything" in" the" way" they" were" stacked" in" the" storage" room." According" to" Warhol’s" curatorial"

disposition,"there"would"not"be"a"hierarchical"organizing"but"for"instance,"even"lesser"qualitychairs,"which"were"

used"by"the"museum"as"spare"parts"to"mend"the"better"chairs"in"their"collection,"were"going"to"be"on"display."

Prior" to" the" scientific" museology," for" the" owner" of" a" collection" ‘" minerals" and" exotic" animals" were" similar"

enough"to"be"put"on"display"together’"in"a"cabinet"of"curiosities,"however"what"could"go"into"that"cabinet"have"
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always" been" the" most" ‘curious’" ones" with" the" highest" quality." The" works" or" objects" should" remain" in" the"

anonymity"of"the"accumulation"behind,"until"they"are"qualified"as"ready"and"sufficient.""

"

As"an"obsessive"collector,"Warhol"spent"most"of"his"daytime"in"flea"markets,"antique"shops"and"auctions"since"

1970s."He"collected"various"items"ranging"from"cookie"jars"or"crime"scene"photographs"to"art"deco"silverware"

and"dental"moulds."His"most" extensive"project" of" collecting" is"Time!Capsules,"which"he" started"producing" in"

1974."Warhol" put" daily" correspondences," newspapers," photographs," souvenirs" etc." that" accumulated" on" his"

desk"into"cardboard"boxes,"gave"a"title"or"a"date"to"each"box"and"sealed"them"with"tape."In"this"project,"which"

ended"by"the"artist’s"death"and"remained"unknown"until"then,"612"boxes"were"accumulated"in"his"archive."In"

this"act"of"collecting"Warhol’s"desire"to"exploit"every"single"piece,"which"is"connected"to"his"grandiose"artistic"

figure," is" surely" a" significant" mover." However," the" idea" of" writing" a" diary" with" day8to8day" documents" and"

objects,"and"production"of"undefined"objects,"which"are"kept"but"not"located"properly"within"his"work,"are"also"

worth"noticing."""

"

Selda"Asal’s"digital"diaries"which"she"started"to"

put"aside"since"early"2000"are"video"and"audio"

compositions" that" are" recorded" during" her"

projects" and" edited" in" forms" of" journals." The"

video"in"this"exhibition"might"be"regarded"as"a"

continuation" of" the" artist’s" diaries," which" she"

rendered" illegible" with" different" forms" of"

interventions" such" as" her" transfers" onto" raw"

paper" in" preceding" Palimpsests! works." These"

images," which" are" transformed" into" a"

subjective" art" form" in" past" eight" years," keep"

accumulating"and"are"kept"aside"since"they"are"

not" ready" to" come" forward" as" proper" works"

yet.""

"

"

For" Serkan" Özkaya’s" work," with" its" abbreviated"

title" ‘The" Big" Glass’," which" he" produced" in"

different" places"with"participation"of" artists" and"

later" volunteered" citizens," tens" of" thousands" of"

filmslides" were" donated." Some" of" the" donators"

handed" over" archives" which" they" neither" did"

know"what" to" do"with" nor" did"want" to" discard."

Apart" from" this" collective" project" and"

consequent" alternative" museum" suggestion,"

Özkaya" has" not" been" interested" in" collecting"

objects" or" visual" material." Nevertheless," the"

pornographic" images" he" accumulated" in" 2002"

were"saved"in"his"computer"under"My!Desktop!/!

Untitled!Folder.!Although"for"many"occasions"he"

considered" to" reuse" this" folder" and" transform" it"

into" a" work," he" did" not" do" that" and" could" not"

delete" it" all" together" as" well." The" photographs"

which" stood" in" between" the" trash" folder" and" going" on" display," for" long" awaited" to" be" transformed" in" that"

private" space"of" the" computer," are"now"disclosed"by" the"artist"himself" reduced" in" size"and" flipped" fast"on"a"

loop.""""

" "
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"

Orhan" Esen" is" mostly" known" by" his" works" on" urban"

history" and" architecture" and" walks" in" the" city." The"

socks"he"collected"for"almost"thirty"years"are"worn"out"

in" the" streets" during" his" walks" and" stops," which" he"

marked"one"by"one"on"a"map"of"Taksim"and"its"vicinity."

The" socks," map" and" the" fabrics" he" presents" with" the"

title"YORGN!(might"mean"‘tired’"or"‘quilt’"by"addition"of"

a" letter)" keep" on" waiting" as" to" someday" to" be" sawn"

into"a"quilt."Here,"they"stuff"the"shop"window"at"5533"

and"somehow"render"stereotypes"which"are"associated"

with" display" windows," such" as" appeal," quality" and"

taste,"non8functional.""""""

"

Hale" Tenger’s" interest" in" collected," accumulated"

objects"and"use"of" this"material" in" forms"of" stacks"

or" groups" are" distinctive" in" some" of" her" earlier"

works" such" as" ‘DevrenSatılık’" and" ‘SandıkOdası’."

The"item"exhibited"here" is"perhaps"the"only"object"

that" survived" Tenger’s" massive" clean" up" in" her"

studio"in"2000"and"still"hanging"between"trash"and"

potential"of"transforming"into"a"piece"of"work.""It"is"

an" object" never" evolved" to" be" ready" for" display"

hence"long"remained"nailed"on"the"studio"wall.""It"is"

an" expressive" combination" even" without" further"

intervention" and" correlates" nicely" with" many" of"

Tenger’s"works.""""

"

"

Volkan" Aslan," formed" a" museum" with" the" objects" he"

accumulated" in" a" small" showcase" at" home." These" objects,"

which" do" not" mark" a" particular" memory," are" put" aside" in"

order" to" be" employed" within" his" artistic" production" when"

needed."However,"they"run"their"course"of"being"an"ordinary"

object"and"being"part"of"a"work"of"art,"inside"a"‘cabinet’"as"it"

were," even" transforming" into" an" image" through" that"

showcase." The" objects" are" included" in" the" show" with" this"

piece"of"furniture"they"are"displayed"at"Aslan’s"studio.""""""

"

"

"

Gözde" İlkin" produces" drawings," installations," objects" and"

various"goods"using" fabrics"and"stitches"on" fabrics"or"other"

materials." While" creating" unexpected" combinations" with"

materials"and"techniques"of"crafts," in"doing"this"she"attains"

such"diversity"by"reviewing"all"sorts"of"collected"texture"and"

visual" material." The" cut" outs" from" magazines" and"

newspapers" suggesting" ironic8actual" costumes" for" the"

amorphous" bodies" she" designed" are" extracted" from" the"

accumulation"that"surrounds"her"working"environment"and"

are"shown"here"before"they"evolve"into"a"work"of"art."

" "
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Yasemin"Özcan" Kaya"who" for" long"works" and" records" on" the" concept" of"wedding" –" its" spaces,"workers," and"

rituals"–" in"2005"has"dealt"with" the"same"subject" in"her"concise" installation"titled"Column" in"a" formally"more"

symbolic" manner" and" with" references" to" her" personal" history." In" this" exhibition," again" with" an" installation"

detail,"the"artist"presents"the"documentary"material"she"has"been"keeping"without"transforming"into"a"clear8cut"

video"work"

"

Selim" Birsel" wanders" into" the" cities" by" ‘collecting’" and" gets" to" know" the" places" he" settles" for" long" or" short"

periods" of" time" through" the" things" he" collects." Perhaps" like"Walter" Benjamin" saying" ‘how"many" cities" have"

revealed" themselves" to"me" in" the"marches" I" undertook" in" the" pursuit" of" books?’" Besides" drawing" a"map" of"

idleness" with" the" things" he" puts" in" his" pocket" during" his" drifting," these" objects" start" to" be" signs" of" a" new"

temporal" circle." As" is" the" case" in" ‘Thrown" Balls’" from" 2000," which" grows" in" number" with" the" newfound"

flattened"balls"and"has"its"own"calendar"of"appearing"on"the"streets."The"objects"in"this"show,"although"found"

and"collected,"are"related"to"the"concept"of" ‘growing" less’"which"makes"one"of" the" important"axes" in"Birsel’s"

practice." Groups" or" piles" from" the" accumulations" of" things" diminished," worn" out" and" waiting" to" be"

transformed.."

"

Borga"Kantürk"tells"the"stories"about"football"that"

are" forgotten"or" left" out" and" tries" to" follow"what"

overflows" the" larger" stencils." For" many" years" he"

has" been" collecting" ‘pirated’" (fake," unlicensed,"

replica)"football"shirts."He"sets"up"a"pirate"fan"shop"

on"window"of" 5533;" all" together"with" its"website"

and"mail"order"catalogue."Many"football"clubs"and"

the" licensed" goods" market" lose" millions" and"

gigantic" sportswear" suppliers" and" the" industry" of"

football"are" ‘suffering’" from"" "production"and"sale"

of" unlicensed" goods" –" ignored" or" unnoticed"

despite" being" illegal" –" in" Turkey." The" idea" of"

branding" is" being" shattered." According" to" one" of"

the"related"news,"which"Kantürk"compiled,"due"to"

the" sale" of" replicas" even" before" the" originals" are"

delivered"to"the"market,"‘Bundesliga"teams"are"shocked"by"the"fake"club"shirts’."Pirate"production,"which"in"a"

sense"defies"the"industry"perhaps,"runs"its"trade"in"connection"with"the"wholesalers"in"İMÇ."""""

"

The"account"‘not"a"collector"–"attentive"accumulator’"suggested"by"Orhan"Pamuk"might"be"considered"valid"for"

most"of"the"artists"here."Such"an"invitation"to"exhibit,"involved"kinds"of"uneasiness"for"both"parties,"inviters"and"

the"invitees,"as"it"had"resemblance"to"pulling"a"thread"from"the"introverted,"unconcerned"and"peculiar"weave"

of" the"studio"or"home."Materials"displaced" from"the"spots" they"were" long"placed,"hang,"closed,"covered"and"

filed;" shaken," reviewed," shuffled," stirred" and" rearranged." Hence," the" possibilities" revised." These" objects" and"

images"caught"at"their"pendulous"state,"while"telling"a"new"history"regarding"their"own"course"of"waiting,"might"

also"be"suggesting"the"visitors"and"the"artists"that"they"are"already"operative"in"different"contexts." "
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A'BRIEF'BIOGRAPHY'
'
Isin'Onol'(1977,"Turkey)"is"a"curator"based"in"Vienna."She"is"a"PhD"Candidate"at"the"Department"of"Cultural"and"

Intellectual" History," University" of" Applied" Arts," Vienna," Austria." She" has" completed" her" Master" of" Advance"

Studies"on"Curating"at"ZHdK,"ZürcherHochschule"der"Kunst,"Zürich,"Switzerland"(200982011)."She"participated"

to" Ecole" du" Magasin," International" Curatorial" Training" Programme," Centre" National" d'Art" Contemporain,"

Grenoble,"France"(2009810)"and"Gwangju"Design"Biennale"International"Curator"Course,"Gwangju,"South"Korea"

(2009)."She"received"her"MFA"on"Visual"Arts"and"Visual"Communication"Design"from"Sabanci"University"(2003),"

and"her"BA"on"Art"Education"from"Marmara"University"(2000),"Istanbul,"Turkey.""

After"working"as"the"art"coordinator"at"Bosporus"International"Schools,"Istanbul"(200382006),"she"worked"as"the"

project"manager/director" and" curator" of" Proje4L/Elgiz"Museum"of" Contemporary" Art," Istanbul" from"2006" to"

2009."At"this"space,"besides"curating"shows"with"selections"from"the"museum"collection,"she"functioned"as"the"

project"manager"of"numerous"international"exhibitions."Beside"that"she"has"curated"number"of"exhibitions"with"

emerging"artists"at"the"project"room"of"the"museum."Independently"she"has"curated/co8curated"the"following"

shows:""

"

June"2012,"In'Growing'up'Amid'the'Historical'Mysteries'of'Proximity:'Pros'&'Cons'of'Being'Neighbours,"ITS8
Z1,"Belgrade,"Serbia,"co8curated"with"DimitrinaSevova."""

March"2012,"embeddedinvisible,"Hu.fAk8off"Space,"Vienna,"Austria"
January"2012,"Invisible'City'–'Technologies'of'the'Body,'Wäsherei8Kunstverein"Zurich,"Switzerland""

June"2011,"Fascinations'with'Cast' Shadows:'Artistic' and'Curatorial' Perspectives'ReIvisited" (A" documentary"

research"exhibition" in"participation"with" the"program"participants)"MAS"Curating" ZHdK,"White" Space," Zurich,"

Switzerland""

October"2010,"Handle'With'Care,"Uni8Credit"Studio,"Milan,"Italy;""

June"2009,"Seriously'Ironic:'Positions'in'Turkish'Contemporary'Art'Scene,"Centre"Pasquart,"Biel,"Switzerland;""
May"2009,"Getting'Even,Sabanci"University"Kasa"Gallery,"Istanbul,"Turkey;""
December"2008,"Privacy,"La"Giarina"Arte"Contemporanea,"Verona,"Italy;""

October"2008,"Accumulated:'Put'Aside,'Left'Aside,"5533,"Istanbul,"Turkey."
"

Isin"Onol"undertook" the" curatorship"of" the"4th'Sinopale'–' International' Sinop'Biennale,' Sinop,'Turkey," that"
took"place"in"August"8"September"2012,"for"which"she"has"written"the"concept"text"entitled"Wisdom'of'Shadow:'
Art' in' the' Age' of' Corrupted' Information" where" she" has" invited" four" other" curators" to" collaborate:" Aslı"
Çetinkaya," Elke" Falat," Dimitrina" Sevova."She" has" worked" as" one" of" the" co8curators" for" the" 1st'MediaBScape'
Biennale' of' Time' Based' Art' entitled" Tactical' Topics' –' Topical' Tactics,"that" took" place" in" October" 2012" in"
Zagreb,"Croatia."

"

Isin"Onol"organised"and"moderated"the"panel"discussion"entitled"Educational'Critique:'How'to'Swot'Curating'
(A' Critical' Review' Of' Curatorial' Study' Programmes)' in" the" framework" of" the" Symposium" “Institution" as"

Medium:"Curating"as" Institutional"Critique?”" that" took"place"at"Kunsthalle"Fridericianum,"Kassel"26827"March"

2010."She"presented"her"research"entitled" Investigating'the' Invisible:'Hidden'Connotations'behind'Shadows'
on"4th"December"2010"at"the"Pixxelpoint"8"11th"International"New"Media"Art"Festival,"Nova"Gorica,"Slovenia."

She"presented"her"paper"entitled"Challenges'of'Interaction'between'the'Host'and'the'Guest'through'Artistic'
Mobility" (A" Critique" of" Nation" Based" Exhibitions" and" Self8Orientalism)" at" the" symposium"Exploring'Mobility'
around'the'Mediterranean"on"the"2nd"June"2011,"Amman,"Jordan."She"participated"to"the"panel"discussion"at"'
Revolutions'In'The'Digital'Mediterranean:'The'Southern'Mediterranean'Forum'within"the"framework"of"Isea"

2011" Istanbul," the" 17th" International" Symposium" Of" The" Electronic" Arts" with" her" presentation" entitled"

Mediterraneanising' The' Mediterranean:' Altering' Definitions' In' The' Digital' Media' Era" on" the" 19th" of"
September,"2011."She"participated" to" the" International"Symposium"of"Skopje"Electronic"Arts"Fair" '11"entitled"

"Energy," Biopolitics," Strategies" of" Resistance" and" Cultural" Subversion"" with" her" presentation" entitled" Dark'
Possibilities' in'Reconnecting'with'the'Notion'of'Truth."She"presented"her" text"Cast'Shadows'as'Readymade'
Images' Amid' the' Status' of' Representation' and' Reality" at" the" symposium:" “Reality" Manifestos," or" Can"

Dialectics" Break" Bricks?" A" study" of" détournement" as" Art" Forms”," organised" by" Dimitrina" Sevova," at" WUK"

Kunsthalle"Exnergasse,"Vienna,"Austria" in" January"2012."At" the" same"symposium"she"held"a"panel"discussion"

under"the"title"Orders'of'Perception,"with"artist"Bernd"Oppl."Her"texts"have"been"published"in"various"exhibition"
catalogues"and"art"magazines." In"May"2012" she"has"been" invited" to"present"her" recent"performance"project"

Renergy'at"Subtle"Technologies"Symposium/Festival"at"Ryerson"University,"Toronto,"Canada."

"

Her"texts"have"been"published"in"various"exhibition"catalogues"and"art"magazines."


